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18.1

OTHER CEQA SECTIONS

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Section 15130(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of the cumulative impacts of a project
when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable. Cumulatively considerable, as defined in
CEQA Guidelines Section 15065(a)(3), means that the “incremental effects of an individual project are
significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects,
and the effects of probable future projects.” The State CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 defines a cumulative
impact as two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which
compound or increase other environmental impacts. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor
but collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time.

18.1.1

Cumulative Impact Approach

CEQA Guidelines Section 15130 identifies two basic methods for establishing the cumulative environment in
which a project is considered: the use of a list of past, present, and probable future projects or the use of
adopted projections from a general plan, other regional planning document, or a certified EIR for such a
planning document. This cumulative analysis uses a combination of the “list” approach and the “projections”
approach to identify the cumulative setting. The effects of past and present projects on the environment are
reflected by the existing conditions in the project area.
The project area has been modified from its natural conditions by human activity in the Valley from pre-historic
times to the present, but with predominant changes starting in the late 1940s with the opening of the Squaw
Valley Ski Resort, which included a 50-room lodge. Preparation for the 1960 Winter Olympics resulted in
substantial changes to the Valley in the 1950’s, with expanded ski facilities and development of visitor facilities,
many in the area where the project is planned. Since that time, residential and commercial development has
been developed in the Valley, including the Olympic Village Inn, Squaw Valley Lodge, PlumpJack Squaw Valley Inn,
and single family and condominium developments on both sides of the Valley. The Resort at Squaw Creek, with
over 400 rooms, was opened in 1990 and represented a major development in the Valley. A golf course was
added to the Resort after it opened, resulting in development within the Squaw Creek Meadows area. Intrawest
opened the Village at Squaw Valley in the early 2000s, adding nearly 300 units along with retail. The Village is
adjacent to the project site. As described in Chapter 5, “Population, Employment, and Housing,” over 1,000
homes and approximately 1,400 leasable guest rooms are located in the Valley.
A list of probable future projects is provided below. Probable future projects are those in the project vicinity
that have the possibility of interacting with the proposed project to generate a cumulative impact and either:
1. Are partially occupied or under construction;
2. Have received final discretionary approvals;
3. Have applications accepted as complete by local agencies and are currently undergoing environmental
review; or
4. Are otherwise considered likely to be developed, based on historic development patterns, including the
rate of development, in the Olympic Valley.
The other criterion used is timing. The cumulative list considers related projects likely to be constructed over
the 25-year buildout of the proposed project. This time period was selected because it coincides with the
timing of the introduction of project impacts (project impacts will be introduced by construction and
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operational activities); it is consistent with the timing requirements for water supply assessments (WSA, see
CCR Section 15155), although it considers development occurring past the 20-year WSA planning horizon
requirements; and it would be speculative to forecast development beyond this 25-year timeframe.

Cumulative Setting

18.1.2

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE
The geographic area that could be affected by the project varies depending on the type of environmental
resource being considered. When the effects of the project are considered in combination with those other
past, present, and probable future projects to identify cumulative impacts, the other projects that are
considered may also vary depending on the type of environmental effects being assessed. Table 18-1
presents the general geographic areas associated with the different resources addressed in this analysis.
Table 18-1

Geographic Scope of Cumulative Impacts

Resources Issue

Geographic Area

Land Use and Forest Resources

Local (for land use), and regional and local (for forest resources)

Population, Employment, and Housing

Local (population, employment, and housing near the project site)

Biological Resources

Regional and local

Cultural Resources

Local (limited to project site), with regional implications

Visual Resources

Local (project site and surrounding public viewpoints)

Transportation and Circulation

Regional and local

Air Quality

Regional (pollutant emissions that affect the air basins) and immediate project vicinity (pollutant emissions
that are highly localized)

Noise

Local (immediate project vicinity where effects are localized)

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity

Local (for soils and geology) and regional (for seismicity)

Hydrology and Water Quality

Regional and local

Public Services and Utilities

Local service areas

Hazardous Materials and Hazards

Local (immediate project vicinity)

Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change

Global

Source: Data compiled by Ascent Environmental in 2014

PROJECT LIST
Table 18-2 provides the list of probable future projects that meet the requirements stated above. Projects
are listed that are in the project vicinity and that have the possibility of interacting with the proposed project
to generate related impacts (see Exhibit 18-1; the map numbering corresponds to the numbers in Table 182). This list of projects was utilized in the development and analysis of the cumulative settings and impacts
for each resource topic. Past and current projects in the project vicinity were also considered as part of the
cumulative setting as they contribute to the existing conditions upon which the proposed project and each
probable future project’s environmental effects are compared.
Significance criteria, unless otherwise specified, are the same for cumulative impacts as project impacts for
each environmental topic area. When considered in relation to other reasonable foreseeable projects,
cumulative impacts to some resources would be significant and more severe than those caused by the
proposed project alone.
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Map
Project Name
Number
1
Truckee Railyard
Master Plan

Location
The eastern end of historic
downtown Truckee

2

Coldstream Specific
Plan

3

Pollard Station – A
10335 Old Brockway Road,
Senior Neighborhood Truckee (West of Pine Cone
Road terminus, at Hilltop)
Joerger Ranch
Intersection of SR 267,
Specific Plan
Brockway Road, and Soaring
Way, Truckee
Northstar Mountain 5001 Northstar Drive,
Master Plan
Truckee

4
5

Coldstream Road south of
Interstate 80, Truckee

6

Northstar Highlands
Phase II

Northstar Drive, Truckee

7

Cabin Creek Biomass 900 Cabin Creek Road,
Facility Project
Truckee

8

Truckee River
Corridor Access Plan

9a

Squaw Valley Red
Terminus of Squaw Valley
Dog Lift Replacement Road, west of State Route
89, Squaw Valley

Truckee River Watershed,
Placer and Nevada counties

Placer County
Village at Squaw Valley Specific Plan EIR

Residential Units and/or NonResidential Area
Mixed commercial and residential development.
570 residential units, 70,000
Includes Trout Creek District (6 acres of primarily mixed square feet of retail; 15,000
housing), Industrial Heritage District (8.5 acres of office, square feet of office space, 60residential, and mixed use buildings), and Downtown
room hotel, movie theater,
Extension District (12 acres of commercial
20,000–square-foot grocery
development).
store, and 25,000-square-foot
civic building
Planned Community.
345 residential units, including
affordable housing units; 30,000
square feet of commercial
Age-restricted senior neighborhood: lodge and
86 unit senior lodge and 40 two
condominiums (8-acres in the Hilltop Master Plan area). bedroom condominium units
Description

70-acre mixed use planned community including
industrial, office space, public facility, transportation,
and apartment uses.
Mountain Master Plan for the existing ski resort area.
Various additions and changes to ski lifts, snowmaking,
trails, bridges, access, ropes course, bike trails, and
campsites.
Modifications to the original subdivision approval,
reducing the development area and number of housing
units (from 576 units to 446 units).

318 dwelling units
--

Project Status
Adopted in 2009. Construction has begun, but is not
complete.

Project approved and EIR certified on September 23,
2014.
Revised application submitted January 2013. MND
released October 2014.
Final EIR released January 2015. Town Council
hearing date to be determined, but would not be
before February 24, 2015.
Final EIR released in June 2014. Project put on hold
by applicant. Final EIR has not yet been certified and
project entitlement requests have not yet been
approved. Project buildout dates unknown.
Initial study checklist has been prepared.

50 townhomes, 10 single family
lots, and 386 condominiums for a
total of 446 units; up to 147 nonresidential and commercial
condominiums and 4,000 square
feet of commercial space
Develop a two megawatt wood-to-energy facility that
-Final EIR certified and project approved by Board of
would utilize a gasification technology. Would support
Supervisors on May 7, 2013. Construction projected
fuels reduction and thinning activities within and outside
to begin in 2015.
of the Lake Tahoe Basin. Fueled by forest-sourced
material only.
Continuous and coordinated system of preserved lands -Application submitted; design and environmental
and habitat, with a connecting corridor of walking, in-line
review underway.
skating, equestrian, bicycle trails, and angling and
boating access from Lake Tahoe to the Martis Valley.
Replace the existing triple chairlift with a high-speed,
-Mitigated Negative Declaration and project approved
detachable, 6-person chairlift.
on March 28, 2013 by Planning Commission, but
had not been constructed as of this writing.
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Map
Project Name
Number
9b
Siberia Lift
Replacement

Location
Terminus of Squaw Valley
Road, west of State Route
89, Squaw Valley
Terminus of Alpine Meadows
Road near Alpine Meadows
Ski Resort
Alpine Meadows Ski Resort,
Alpine Meadows

Residential Units and/or NonResidential Area

Description

Replace the existing 4-person chairlift with a high-speed, -detachable, 6-person chairlift. Total lift capacity would
not increase.
45.5-acre planned development to include single-family 33 single-family residential units
lots and commonly held parcels.
and 14 residential halfplex units

Mitigated Negative Declaration and project approved
in March 2015 by Planning Commission.
Construction planned for summer 2015.
NOP circulated in spring 2014. Draft EIR expected to
be circulated summer 2014.
Environmental review complete; project approved in
December 2012. Implementation could begin in the
summer 2015.
EIR/EIS certified and project approved in December
2011. Separate federal and state lawsuits were filed
challenging the certification of the EIR/EIS and the
project approval. The federal lawsuit was settled in
2014. The state lawsuit is on appeal and pending
before the 3rd District Court of Appeal. Construction
timeframe is unknown.
EIR/EIS/EA released in December 2014.
Construction target is 2016.

10

Alpine Sierra
Subdivision

11

Alpine Meadows Hot
Wheels Lift
Replacement
Homewood Mountain 5145 Westlake Boulevard,
Resort Master Plan
Homewood

Replace the existing triple chairlift with a detachable
quad chairlift

--

Redevelop mixed-uses at the North Base area,
residential uses at the South Base area, a lodge at the
Mid-Mountain Base area, and ski area.

--

SR 89/Fanny Bridge State routes 89 and 28 at the
Improvement Project Truckee River Crossing,
Tahoe City
Tahoe City Vision Plan Tahoe City (contiguous with
Tahoe City Community Plan
boundaries)
Martis Camp
1200 Lodgetrail Drive,
Truckee, CA

Construction of a new bridge over the Truckee River,
repair or replacement of Fanny Bridge, and various
other improvements.
Visioning effort to guide Area Plan development.

--

12

13
14
15
16

Martis Valley West
Parcel

17

Lake Tahoe
Passenger Ferry

18-4

Project Status

--

Planning effort. Vision planning underway.

A private golf and ski club community of upscale second 663 lots (between 2.5 and 0.5
homes.
acres) on over 2,000 acres

Opened in 2006. Partially built-out. Many homes and
community facilities are in place, but there are also
lots available.
Northstar
Mixed residential uses (including single family, town
760 residential units;
Application complete. NOP released in April 2014.
homes, cabins, condos) and commercial development homeowner amenities, and
Initial application included 112 acres in Tahoe Basin.
(including resort services, fitness center, family
approximately 34,500 square
Project revised to remove all Basin land, and revised
entertainment, and community center).
feet of commercial development NOP circulated in February 2015. EIR target is
spring/summer 2015.
Cross-lake ferry service with a Year-round waterborne transit between north and south -NOP/NOI released in November 2013. Draft
South Shore Ferry Terminal shores of Lake Tahoe.
EIS/EIS/EIR in preparation.
at the Ski Run Marina in
South Lake Tahoe and a
North Shore Ferry Terminal at
the Grove Street Pier west of
the Tahoe City Marina
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Map
Project Name
Location
Number
18
Caltrans’ Highway
SR 267
Improvement Projects

Residential Units and/or NonResidential Area

Description
Planned Improvements (those included in a long-term -plan that can be funded) and Programmed
Improvements (those included in a near-term
programming document that identifies funding amounts
by year) in the 2012 Transportation Corridor Concept
Report for SR 267 include: widening to four lanes
between the Placer County line and Northstar Drive,
rehabilitating pavement and widening shoulders
between Placer County line and Brockway Summit, plant
establishment and protection from Northstar Drive to SR
28, class II bike lane from Brockway Summit to SR 28

Project Status
Anticipated construction between 2014 and 2025.

Olympic Valley Cumulative Projections to 2039

Units

Bedrooms

Commercial sq. ft.

Approved Projects

Resort at Squaw Creek Phase 2
Olympic Estates

441 condo units
16 residential units

464 bedrooms
64 bedrooms

---

Squaw Valley Ranch Estates (Pavel)
Mancuso
PlumpJack Redevelopment
Olympic Valley Museum
Truckee River Syphon

8 residential lots
4 residential units
----

40 bedrooms
20 bedrooms
104 net hotel rooms/condo bedrooms
---

--10,000 sq. ft. net new commercial
14,500
--

Single-Family Residential
Resort/hotel/condo units
General Commercial

66
34
--

264
52
--

--56,000

569 units

1,008 bedrooms

80,500 sq. ft.

Foreseeable Projects

Forecast Development

Total Development

Source: Data compiled by Ascent Environmental in 2014
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Cumulative Impact Analysis

For purposes of this EIR, the project would result in a significant cumulative effect if:


the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are not significant
and the incremental impact of implementing the VSVSP project is substantial enough, when added to
the cumulative effects of related projects, to result in a new cumulatively significant impact; or



the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are already
significant and implementation of the VSVSP project makes a considerable contribution to the effect.
The standards used herein to determine a considerable contribution are that either the impact must be
substantial or must exceed an established threshold of significance.

This cumulative analysis assumes that all mitigation measures identified in chapters 4 through 16 to
mitigate project impacts are adopted. The analysis herein analyzes whether, after adoption of projectspecific mitigation, the residual impacts of the project would cause a cumulatively significant impact or
would contribute considerably to existing/anticipated (without the project) cumulatively significant effects.
Where the project would so contribute, additional mitigation is recommended where feasible.

LAND USE AND FOREST RESOURCES
The project site is located within the 4,700-acre Squaw Valley (also known as Olympic Valley) in northeastern
Placer County. Northeastern Placer County and Squaw Valley are the setting for cumulative land use and
forestry impacts for the proposed project. The cumulative development scenario for this area includes the
proposed project as described in Chapter 3, “Project Description,” as well as consideration of other
foreseeable development within the Olympic Valley and the various regional and local land use plans and
other development projects that have already been approved or are pending approval by the County, the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, or the Town of Truckee, as identified in Table 18-2.
The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: division of an established community,
development of incompatible uses and/or creation of land use conflicts, and alteration of the present or
planned land use of an area. These are impacts that are specific to location, and are therefore unaffected by
development outside of the immediate area. Potential future projects in the project vicinity, such as
redevelopment of PlumpJack, would be similar in character, and therefore compatible with the VSVSP
development. Additionally, the cumulative impact of the project on potential urban decay was addressed in
Chapter 4, “Land Use and Forest Resources,” along with project impacts, and it was determined there was
neither a project specific nor cumulative impact with respect to urban decay. Therefore, none of these issues
are discussed further in this chapter.

Impact 18-1: Cumulative land use effects.

Impacts involving land use plans or policies and zoning generally would not combine to result in cumulative
impacts. The determination of significance for impacts related to these issues is whether a project would
conflict with any applicable land use plan or policy adopted for the purpose of reducing or avoiding
environmental impacts. Such a conflict is site-specific; it is addressed on a project-by-project basis. As
described in Chapter 4, “Land Use and Forest Resources,” implementing the proposed project would not
result in significant land use planning impacts, and the project’s ultimate consistency with local land use
plans, policies, and zoning is ensured through entitlements to revise the Placer County General Plan and the
SVGPLUO. Further, related projects in the area are, to the extent that proposed land uses have been
identified, apparently consistent with environmental plans and policies. Because no land use impacts would
occur on a project-specific basis, the project would not contribute to any potential cumulative land use
impacts. Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant cumulative impact.
Placer County
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Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-2: Cumulative effect on forestry resources.

On a regional basis, a significant cumulative impact related to forestry resources exists as a result of past
and present development activities, which resulted in substantial conversion of forest lands to non-forest
uses in Squaw Valley. Related projects such as subdivisions, commercial, industrial, transportation, and
other infrastructure projects (see Table 18-2) within Squaw Valley and in the larger Tahoe-Truckee region
have and would result in conversion of substantial areas of forest land. Many of these projects are in
developed/urbanized areas and would not affect forest land. For those that would affect forest land,
cumulative effects would likely be in the hundreds of acres, further contributing to the significant cumulative
impact. However, while a portion of the project is located within forested lands, only limited forestry
resources (an estimated 12.11 acres) along the boundary of existing development would be affected, such
that removal would not interfere with the economic viability of surrounding forested lands; substantial
forestry resources are and would continue to be available surrounding the site (thousands of acres) and the
project would not directly or indirectly affect the use or management of these resources; and the project
would continue the purpose and intent of the County’s designations for the plan area that envision ski resort
development. Therefore, the project would not have a cumulatively considerable contribution to the
significant cumulative forestry impact. Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

POPULATION, EMPLOYMENT, AND HOUSING
Projects considered in the cumulative analysis are identified in Table 18-2 and consist of approved and
foreseeable projects that would occur in the Olympic Valley and the surrounding Truckee-Tahoe region.
All population, employment, and housing impacts identified for the project are discussed below.

Impact 18-3: Cumulative population growth and housing demand induced by construction.

During construction, the proposed project would generate a temporary increase in employment in Olympic
Valley of up to an estimated 136 construction jobs during the most intense year of construction (i.e., when
up to 20 percent of total project construction activity is completed in one year). Likewise, many of the
projects identified in Section 18.5.2 would also generate a temporary increase in employment associated
with construction (e.g., Northstar Highlands Phase II, SR 89/Fanny Bridge Improvement Project, Resort at
Squaw Creek Phase 2). Given the estimated 25-year buildout period for the proposed project, it is likely that
at least some of these projects would be constructed concurrently with the proposed project. However, as
identified in Table 5-3 and described in Impact 5-1, in 2011, 7,800 residents in Placer County were
employed in the construction industry (Placer County 2013). In addition, the declines in construction jobs
recorded since 2006 would indicate an available labor pool of construction tradespeople who are underemployed. This existing Placer County construction industry labor pool is expected to be sufficient to meet
the demand for construction workers that would be generated by the proposed project, plus other projects in
the region that could be under construction concurrently. Further, construction employees could originate in
other nearby communities in Nevada County, El Dorado County, and from the Reno area. Because
construction workers serving the proposed project and other projects in the region can be expected to come
from an ample available construction labor pool, substantial population growth or increases in housing
demand in the region as a result of these jobs is not anticipated. Furthermore, even if some construction
workers from outside the region were employed at local project sites, construction workers typically do not
change residences when assigned to a new construction site, and substantial permanent relocation of these
workers to the area is not anticipated. Therefore, the proposed project and other approved and foreseeable
projects would not be expected to generate the need for substantial additional housing. Because of these
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conditions, any cumulative impact related to population growth and housing demand associated with project
construction would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-4: Cumulative inducement of population growth.

The list of cumulative projects anticipates construction of a mixture of 569 single-family residential,
condominium, and hotel condominium units and 80,500 square feet of commercial square footage in
Olympic Valley. These types of projects would foster economic or population growth through the construction
of additional housing and employment opportunities; however, similar to the proposed project, new
residential and condominium hotel units would predominantly support part-time residents and a transient
resort population, and a lesser amount of year-round residents. Thus, there would not be a significant
cumulative impact in the Olympic Valley. Outside the Olympic Valley, projects listed in Table 18-2 could result
in the construction of over 3,000 residential units of various types. Although many of these units would serve
as second homes, rentals, or transient lodging, many could also serve as traditional full-time residences.
Given the large number of units proposed/considered in this portion of the Tahoe-Truckee region,
substantial induced population growth could occur. However, growth by itself is not an environmental
impact, but can result in indirect impacts from its associated development. This cumulative analysis
evaluates the impacts of the cumulative development in each of the resource discussions included herein.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-5: Cumulative displacement of a substantial number of housing or people.

It is unknown how many, if any, existing housing units and associated residents might be displaced by
construction of the approved and foreseeable projects listed in Table 18-2. However, given that many of the
projects are proposed on currently undeveloped parcels, it is not anticipated that a substantial number of
displacements would occur. However, even if there were a significant cumulative impact related to the
displacement of a substantial numbers of housing or people, the VSVSP would not result in the net
displacement of any housing or people (99 employee housing beds to be removed on-site would be replaced
in the plan area). The VSVSP would provide housing for up to an additional 201 project employees on the
East Parcel, and would meet County requirements that the project provide for housing to accommodate 50
percent of the annual full-time equivalent project employees. For these reasons, therefore, any contribution
to a cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The biological resources issues relevant to cumulative impacts, where the project has the potential to
contribute to impacts generated by other projects, are effects related to sensitive habitats, special-status
wildlife species, wildlife movement corridors, and fish and aquatic habitat. Past and present activities have
already altered biological resources in the Tahoe-Truckee Region. Past, present, and foreseeable future
activities that have affected or may affect biological resources in the Tahoe-Truckee Region include logging,
grazing, fuels management, recreational development and activities, urban and commercial development,
and right-of-way maintenance and operation activities. Other projects that may interact with the Specific Plan
on a cumulative basis are listed in Table 18-2.
The following project impact would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: impacts to fish movement corridors (the
Placer County
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project has a beneficial contribution to this cumulative impact). Therefore, this issue is not discussed further
in this chapter.

Impact 18-6: Cumulative effects on sensitive habitats.

Implementing the proposed project would result in removal and disturbance of the following sensitive habitat
types: riparian, meadow, seasonal wetland, and stream corridors. Decades of growth and development,
Comstock-era logging, hydrologic modification, livestock grazing, and fire suppression activities in the TahoeTruckee region have resulted in an overall significant cumulative effect on these sensitive habitat types. It is
estimated that 75 percent of marsh habitat and 50 percent of meadow habitats in the Tahoe Basin have
suffered some level of functional degradation since 1900 (USDA 2001). Considering only past and present
projects, a significant cumulative impact has occurred.
Specific Plan impacts on sensitive habitats would be permanent (resulting from direct removal and
disturbance of sensitive habitats) and temporary (resulting from Squaw Creek restoration). Construction
related impacts would remove and/or disturb sensitive habitat vegetation for development, while Squaw
Creek restoration impacts would temporarily remove vegetation, and then, over the long term and with
Mitigation Measures 6-1a through 6-1d, increase meadow, stream, and riparian habitat within the Squaw
Creek watershed and the surrounding area. Construction activities would be required to comply with existing
federal, state, and local regulations and permitting requirements that protect wetland, riparian, and other
sensitive habitats. Conservation of creek, riparian, wetland, and wet meadow habitats within the plan area
would occur within identified Conservation Preserves as outlined in the Specific Plan. Mitigation Measures 61a through 6-1d would ensure that project impacts on sensitive habitats are reduced to a less-thansignificant level because these measures would ensure that the Specific Plan results in no net loss of
sensitive habitats (defined as jurisdictional wetlands, wet meadows, and riparian vegetation, and waters of
the United States and waters of the state). Based on the no net loss standard required by state and federal
laws as well as County policies, the Specific Plan would not contribute considerably to the overall significant
cumulative effect on sensitive habitats in the Tahoe-Truckee Region. This cumulative impact would be less
than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-7: Cumulative effects on special-status wildlife.

As described in Impacts 6-2 through 6-6, implementing the Specific Plan could disturb the foraging habitat,
nesting areas and/or movement patterns of individuals of various special-status wildlife species, including
Sierra Nevada yellow-legged frog, nesting raptors, yellow warbler, Sierra Nevada mountain beaver, snowshoe
hare, and several species of bats. Such disturbance could affect breeding activities and reproductive
success, cause direct mortality or injury, and disturb or remove suitable habitat.
Present and probable future projects that would also affect habitat for special-status wildlife in the region
(and individuals of these species if they are present in the habitat effected) primarily include residential and
commercial development, recreation facilities and resort development, and forest vegetation and fuels
treatment projects. Development projects, including development of recreation facilities, would be expected
to have adverse effects on these resources through habitat degradation or removal, and human disturbance.
Forest vegetation and fuels treatment projects are expected to result in short-term adverse impacts, but
long-term habitat benefit. When combined with other past, present, and probable future projects with similar
biological effects, implementation the Specific Plan could contribute to an adverse cumulative effect on
special-status wildlife. However, with implementation of Mitigation Measures 6-2 through 6-6 to avoid,
minimize, and compensate for impacts to wildlife resources and special-status species, the Specific Plan is
not expected to substantially affect the distribution, breeding productivity, population viability, or the regional
population of any special-status species; or cause a change in species diversity locally or regionally. Habitat
loss for any special-status species associated with project implementation would occur in an already highly
disturbed area and would be minor relative to the total amount available in the area. Additionally, those
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sensitive habitat types that are limited in the region such as riparian, wetland, and meadow types would be
compensated for or restored on the project site. Furthermore, mitigation measures include conducting
focused preconstruction surveys for special-status wildlife, which would avoid or minimize the loss of
individuals, nests, or roost sites of these species during construction and creek restoration.
Late seral conifer forest is limited within the project region (USDA 2001). The loss of late seral habitat
associated with the proposed project is minimal, and the habitat affected on the project site is not likely to
be utilized by late-seral specialists such as goshawks and spotted owls due to the high amount of
disturbance within Olympic Valley. Thus, while not compensated for, the loss of late seral habitat associated
with the proposed project should not contribute to the cumulative effects within the region.
The loss of wildlife habitat types resulting from project implementation, when combined with past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not make a significant contribution to cumulative effects
that would threaten, regionally eliminate, or contribute to a substantial reduction in the distribution or
abundance of habitat for special-status wildlife species within these communities in the project region. While
project activities may occur over a 25-year period, disturbances to breeding activities, effects on
reproductive success, and the potential for direct mortality or injury to special-status wildlife would be
avoided or minimized through implementation of the mitigation measures identified in Chapter 6, “Biological
Resources.” Therefore, implementation of the Specific Plan would result in a less-than-significant
contribution to the cumulative impact on special-status wildlife species.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-8: Cumulative effects on wildlife movement corridors.

Known animal movement corridors in the project area include the migratory route of the Loyalton-Truckee
mule deer herd. Mule deer historically were in greater numbers and have decreased due to habitat loss
especially critical winter use areas and fawning areas. As described in Impact 6-7, implementation of the
Specific Plan could temporarily disturb mule deer and their habitat use, especially fawning areas. While a
small portion of potential fawning habitat will be removed, most construction activities are not occurring in or
near mule deer fawning areas and Mitigation Measure 6-7 would reduce disturbance impacts to fawning
mule deer in meadow areas. Therefore, impacts to fawning are expected to be minor. Mule deer are highly
mobile and adaptive, and potential effects of temporary construction and restoration activities on movement
are expected to be minor. Construction of the project would not create any temporary barriers to movement
that would redirect migration during non-working hours. No substantial permanent impacts to mule deer
fawning, foraging, or movement habitat throughout the project area are anticipated as a result of project
implementation, although some habitat loss would occur within potential fawning areas.
Because Olympic Valley is already a highly disturbed area within the herd’s migratory and summer range,
most deer there may be residents, and the new developments and 25-year construction period would not
create local or landscape-level barriers to movement that would redirect migration, the project is not likely to
deter or prevent mule deer from using traditional areas throughout its range. Therefore, implementation of
the Specific Plan would result in a less-than-significant contribution to any cumulative impact on wildlife
movement corridors.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-9: Cumulative effects on special-status plants.

Implementing the Specific Plan would result in loss and disturbance of occupied alderleaf coffeeberry
habitat and habitat that could support other special-status plant species. For some of these special-status
species, there is a baseline overall significant cumulative effect in the region due to direct removal of
existing populations and loss and alteration of suitable habitat. The Specific Plan could contribute toward
Placer County
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this cumulative impact on special-status plants by removing individual listed plants, if they are present in
areas to be disturbed. However, Mitigation Measure 6-8 would minimize, avoid, and reduce potential direct
and indirect impacts on special-status plants to a less-than-significant level by identifying special-status
plant populations and avoiding them or compensating for losses through a CDFW approved mitigation plan.
Due to the ability to avoid impacts or to fully compensate for impacts on special-status plants that cannot be
avoided, the project would result in a less-than-significant contribution to the overall significant cumulative
effect on special-status plants in the region.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-10: Cumulative effects related to tree removal.

Past and existing projects in the Tahoe-Truckee region have resulted in the conversion of forest land to nonforest uses, as well as small scale removal of individual trees, through activities such as residential and
commercial development, utility and infrastructure development, and habitat conversions. Other
compounding factors, such as lack of forest regeneration, wildfire, pressures from invasive species, and pest
and disease infestations have contributed to a further decline in forest extent. Due to these combined
factors, there is an existing significant adverse cumulative impact associated with loss of trees and forest
land.
Depending on their location, construction of probable future projects listed in Table 18-2 may require tree
removal to clear areas for construction and/or to promote the establishment of defensible space and
reduction of hazardous fuels. However, tree removal proposed as part of these projects would typically
require assessment and mitigation, including compliance with the Placer County Tree Preservation
Ordinance, which requires compensation through new plantings or payment of tree replacement mitigation
fees for qualifying removed trees, reducing the project’s overall contribution to cumulative tree removal
effects.
Construction of the Specific Plan would result in the removal and/or damage of trees, some of which are
protected by local ordinances and State regulations. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure 6-9
would reduce significant impacts on trees to a less-than-significant level because impacts to trees requiring
county tree permits would be minimized consistent with the County Ordinances, tree removal would be
conducted in a manner that would preserve and protect surrounding natural resources, and qualifying
removed trees would be compensated for through new plantings or payment of tree replacement mitigation
fees. Because the magnitude of tree removal is expected to be low relative to the distribution and availability
of forest land in the region; most tree removal would be limited to common vegetation types; many of the
trees that would be removed are within, or along the edges of existing developed areas; and compensation
for removed trees would be implemented; tree removal as a result of the VSVSP is not expected to
contribute to changes in the composition, abundance, or regional patterns of forest resources in the region.
Therefore, tree removal as a result of the VSVSP would result in a less-than-significant contribution to the
overall significant cumulative effect related to tree removal in the region.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-11: Cumulative effects on fish and aquatic habitat.

Projects outside Olympic Valley would not interact with the proposed project relative to impacts on fish and
aquatic habitat within Squaw Creek and its tributaries. Therefore, probable future projects affecting Squaw
Creek within Olympic Valley are the focus of consideration for this cumulative impact analysis.
Cumulative aquatic habitat loss is considered to be a significant cumulative impact because of overall
habitat degradation in Squaw Creek. It is not anticipated that implementation of the Specific Plan, in
combination with other development in Olympic Valley, would contribute substantially to the cumulative loss
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of aquatic habitat in the area. Project construction activities, including excavations and well construction,
could result in water quality impacts on fish and aquatic resources. Additionally, if sewer line segments are
not properly abandoned or removed, or if appropriate measures are not taken to protect surface waters
during utility line stream crossings and other in stream work, temporary degradation of aquatic habitat
and/or direct hazards to aquatic life could result. However, all projects would be subject to the same
standard regulatory measures and permit conditions related to protecting groundwater and/or surface
waters. In the long-term, the increase in groundwater extraction, along with continued and increased
pumping in existing and new wells, particularly near the stream corridor, could result in long-term impacts to
fish and fish habitat downstream in the meadow reach of Squaw Creek nearest the well field. The
cumulative effects of groundwater pumping on fish and vegetation are discussed in Impact 6-1. Mitigation
has been recommended to reduce these impacts to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, the project would
make a less-than-significant contribution to the overall significant cumulative effect on fish and aquatic
habitat in Olympic Valley. (See “Hydrology and Water Quality,” below for a discussion of cumulative
groundwater and surface water impacts, which would also not be cumulatively considerable.)

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
The cumulative context for historical resources is the Olympic Valley, with significant historic resources being
associated with the VIII Winter Olympics within the Valley. The cumulative context for archaeological
resources and human remains is the Truckee-Tahoe Basin portion of the Washoe territory.
All cultural resources impacts identified for the project are discussed below.

Impact 18-12: Cumulative effect on historical resources.

Because all historical resources are unique and nonrenewable members of finite classes, all adverse effects
or negative impacts erode a dwindling resource base. Current federal, State, and local laws protect historical
resources in most instances. Even so, many historic resources were removed or significantly altered before
these protection laws were put in place. Even without active removal or alteration, historic resources may
degrade and become damaged or disappear over time due to weather and other factors. In addition, even
with current protection laws in place, it is not always feasible to protect historical resources, particularly
when preservation in place would make implementation of projects infeasible, as with the proposed project.
For these reasons, many of the structures constructed for the VIII Winter Olympics are no longer present, or
have been substantially altered for conversion to another use. Therefore, the cumulative loss of historic
resources in the Olympic Valley is considered significant. The proposed project includes demolition of seven
buildings which are historical resources (though some have lost integrity) because of their direct association
with the founding of Squaw Valley and the 1960 Olympic Games. Two of these seven buildings–the Nevada
Spectators’ Center and the Athletes’ Center–have been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP and
CRHR. Mitigation Measures 7-1a and 7-1b would reduce the project’s contribution to cumulative loss of
historic resources in the Olympic Valley; however, not to a less than considerable level. Because the
proposed project would adversely affect two buildings that are unique and non-renewable members of a
finite class of resources, the project’s incremental contribution to these cumulative effects would be
cumulatively considerable; therefore, this would be a significant and unavoidable cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce this cumulative impact to a less-thansignificant level.

Impact 18-13: Cumulative effect on archaeological resources and human remains.

Based on previous cultural resource surveys and research, the Truckee-Tahoe Basin has been inhabited by
prehistoric and historic people for thousands of years. The proposed project, in combination with other
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development in Truckee-Tahoe Basin could contribute to the loss of significant archaeological resources.
Because all significant cultural resources are unique and nonrenewable members of finite classes, all
adverse effects or negative impacts erode a dwindling resource base. The loss of any one archaeological site
could affect the scientific value of others in a region because these resources are best understood in the
context of the entirety of the cultural system of which they are a part. The cultural system is represented
archaeologically by the total inventory of all sites and other cultural remains in the region. As a result, a
meaningful approach to preserving and managing cultural resources must focus on the likely distribution of
cultural resources, rather than on a single project or parcel boundary.
Proper planning and appropriate mitigation can help to capture and preserve knowledge of such resources
and can provide opportunities for increasing our understanding of the past environmental conditions and
cultures by recording data about sites discovered and preserving artifacts found. Federal, State, and local
laws are also in place, as discussed above, that protect these resources in most instances. Even so, it is not
always feasible to protect these resources, particularly when preservation in place would make projects
infeasible, and for this reason the cumulative effects of past and present projects in the Truckee-Tahoe
Basin have had a significant cumulative impact on cultural resources. Without mitigation, implementation of
the proposed VSVSP has the potential to further disturb human remains and cause a substantial change in
the significance of archaeological resources that are unique and non-renewable members of finite classes.
Therefore, without mitigation the project’s incremental contribution to these cumulative effects would itself
be potentially cumulatively considerable; therefore, this is a potentially significant cumulative impact.
However, with implementation of Mitigation Measures 7-2, 7-3a, 7-3b, 7-3c, and 7-3d, adverse effects on
currently known archeological resources, and potentially newly discovered archeological resources and
human remains would be avoided. With implementation of these measures the proposed project would not
contribute to a cumulative loss of archaeological resources or human remains; therefore, this would be a
less-than-significant cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

VISUAL RESOURCES
The geographic context of visual resources (except skyglow) is confined to those areas that would be visible
in the landscape in the vicinity of the project. Therefore, cumulative impacts as related to visual resources
would be confined to related projects within the confines of Squaw Valley, and to those areas where the
project would be within the same viewshed. These projects would include Squaw Valley Red Dog Lift
Replacement and the projects encompassed by Olympic Valley Cumulative Projections to 2039, listed in
Table 18-2, including additional development at the Resort and Squaw Creek and PlumpJack Squaw Valley
Inn.
All visual resource impacts identified for the project are discussed below. However, the discussions focus on
the main Village area because none of the substantive projects shown in Table 18-2 are in the same
viewshed as the East Parcel (a less sensitive viewshed than the project; see Chapter 8, “Visual Resources”)
and would therefore not combine to create considerable changes and cumulative effects on visual
resources.

Impact 18-14: Substantial adverse cumulative effect on a scenic vista.

The existing development is highly visible along with the natural scenic qualities of the Valley, including
scenic vistas of surrounding peaks and Squaw Valley meadow. Over time and especially since the late
1950s when Olympic facilities were constructed, the Valley has transitioned from a mostly natural setting to
a viewshed with structures and development that both detracts from and compliments the setting. For
instance, ski lifts and slopes cleared of trees for ski runs create the appearance, in some areas, of a scarred
slope. Other changes, such as the golf course in the Squaw Creek Meadows, while altering the appearance,
blend in with the scenery. Some buildings (e.g., most residences, the Intrawest development) arguably are
compatible with the Valley scenery. Other development, such as the Resort at Squaw Creek, stand out from
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the natural setting. Development in the viewshed of the project has altered the appearance of the area by
construction of buildings that block the lower part of the viewshed toward the ski slopes and mountainous
terrain beyond. Although these buildings display a high degree of architectural style that is arguably
complimentary of the mountain setting, they nevertheless alter the viewshed. While the attractiveness of
development is subjective, the overall change in the viewshed of the Valley and mountains is arguably
adverse and substantial. Therefore, a cumulatively significant impact to the scenic vistas has resulted from
prior development.
Further cumulative development, including substantial additions to the Resort at Squaw Creek and the
PlumpJack redevelopment project, will continue to incrementally alter the viewshed. As described in Impact
8-1, visitors to the area would expect resort development, and a high degree of mountain-compatible
architectural style would be consistent with the visitor experience. However, long-term permanent and parttime residents of Olympic Valley would experience additional view modification and blockage that would be
noticeable, as well as overall intensification of development within a highly scenic valley. This impact is
substantial, and the project would contribute considerably. The only means available to reduce significant
cumulative impacts to the viewshed would involve substantially scaling back the size and density of
development or not constructing the project at all, which may be infeasible in light of project objectives. This
cumulative impact would therefore be significant and unavoidable to residents of Olympic Valley.

Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce this cumulative impact to a less-thansignificant level.

Impact 18-15: Substantial contribution to the cumulative degradation of the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its surroundings.

The existing development (the past projects) detracts from the natural scenic qualities of the Valley. Many of
the existing structures lack unified design and are set among vast expanses of paved parking areas that
detract from the aesthetic setting of the adjacent meadow and surrounding forested slopes and peaks.
Existing ski resort facilities (cleared ski runs, lift and gondola towers) detract from the scenic vistas.
Therefore, under existing conditions there is a significant cumulative impact to scenic resources.
Cumulative visual impacts from construction activity could result if other future planned construction activities
were to take place in close proximity to the project, thus degrading the visual character or quality of the area.
The PlumpJack project is located in the vicinity of the main Village area; however, construction activities would
be relatively minor and short-term in comparison to the project. For these reasons, if construction activity from
the PlumpJack project were to occur simultaneously with the project’s construction, it would not result in
construction-related visual impacts that would substantially worsen the project’s impacts. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 8-2a would reduce the project’s construction-related visual impacts, but not to a less than
considerable level because elements of construction that would detract from the unity of the view coupled with
the extent of proposed development and the extended development timeframe, are unavoidable. This
cumulative impact would therefore be significant and unavoidable during project construction.
The proposed project would potentially combine with the related projects listed in Table 18-2 that are
located within Squaw Valley to increase the prominence of commercial, residential, and resort structures in
the viewsheds that include the project site. However, only one other project (PlumpJack) is located in the
vicinity of the main Village area. The PlumpJack project is a redevelopment of an existing facility. Views of
this facility would likely be blocked or screened by the proposed project. Therefore, the project would not
combine with future projects in creating a cumulative visual impact. Further, implementation of Mitigation
Measure 8-2b would ensure that the project is consistent with the visual character of the adjacent existing
resort development and that the project would implement design standards and guidelines that would
encourage maintenance of unified architectural styles. Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant
cumulative impact during project operation.
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Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce the cumulative impact related to
construction activities to a less-than-significant level.

Impact 18-16: Substantial cumulative contribution to damage to scenic resources, including but not
limited to trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a scenic highway.

The existing development detracts from the natural scenic qualities of the Valley including views from Squaw
Valley Road, which is a designated Placer County scenic route and is considered a scenic highway for the
purposes of this analysis. Views from Squaw Valley Road also include commercial and residential
development, especially in the vicinity of the intersection with SR 89. Construction of related projects
(residential developments, additional condo units, and commercial development listed in Table 18-2) would
be potentially visible from Squaw Valley Road and would contribute to a significant cumulative impact to
scenic resources visible from a scenic highway. Existing resort development and ski hill facilities detract from
views of the surrounding peaks and Squaw Valley meadow. Therefore, under existing conditions there is a
significant cumulative impact to scenic resources visible from the scenic highway.

The proposed project would potentially combine with the related projects listed in Table 18-2 that are located
within Squaw Valley to increase the prominence of commercial, residential, and resort structures that would be
visible from Squaw Valley Road. The project would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative
impacts related to scenic resources in the main Village area. Mitigation Measure 8-1, which requires the
installation of screening to reduce the visual effects of construction, would reduce the impact, but not to a lessthan-significant level because construction activities are inherently inconsistent with a natural, serene
environment. Therefore, this cumulative impact would remain significant and unavoidable during construction.
In the long-term, implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-2b, which requires adherence to the VSVSP design
guidelines, would reduce this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level during project operation
because the project would be designed in a unified architectural and landscape style.

Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce the cumulative impact related to
construction activities to a less-than-significant level.

Impact 18-17: Create additional shadowing on existing structures or facilities during a substantial
portion of the day.

Shadow effects are localized and only affect the area immediately surrounding the project site. There is no
significant cumulative impact as a result of shadowing effects under existing conditions. The PlumpJack
project is the only reasonably foreseeable related project in the main Village area. The project in combination
with the PlumpJack project would not create a significant cumulative effect because the shadow effect from
the mountain to the south of the project site already covers much of the project site in the winter and,
therefore, the existing seasonal changes to shadowing conditions on adjacent public gathering places
(including the existing PlumpJack building) would not be worsened (see Exhibit 3-2 for the location of the
PlumpJack hotel and conference center and Exhibit 8-21 for the shadow analysis). This would be a less-thansignificant cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-18: Contribute to cumulative light and glare or skyglow effects in the region.

As discussed above, cumulative impacts on daytime views and visual quality are geographically confined to
the western end of the Olympic Valley. The exception to the visual geographic context would be those
projects that would create substantial nighttime lighting in the area and potentially contribute to the skyglow
effect. In addition to projects within Squaw Valley, projects outside of the Valley that would have the
potential to contribute to lighting and skyglow effects are primarily those located north of the Lake Tahoe
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Basin; Truckee Railyard Master Plan, Coldstream Specific Plan, Pollard Station, Joerger Ranch Specific Plan,
Northstar Mountain Master Plan, Northstar Highlands Phase II, Cabin Creek Biomass Facility Project, Alpine
Sierra Subdivision, Martis Camp, and Martis Valley West. These projects are listed in Table 18-2.
An existing significant cumulative impact related to night lighting and skyglow exists in the region. The
proposed project in combination with related development projects, listed above and described in Table 182, would make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts related to night lighting and sky
glow in the region. Implementation of Mitigation Measures 8-5a, 8-5b, and 8-5c would reduce the project’s
contribution to cumulative night lighting and skyglow in the region by screening the East Parcel from
adjacent residential areas with vegetation, adhering to the VSVSP Design Guidelines related to lighting, and
designing parking structures to avoid direct illumination of adjacent buildings from headlights. However,
there are no mitigation measures available that would reduce the effects of night lighting on residential
areas in the vicinity of the main Village area to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this would be a
significant and unavoidable cumulative impact for the main Village area.

Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce this cumulative impact to a less-thansignificant level.

TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
The study area is partially included in the travel demand models of the Town of Truckee and TRPA. However,
neither model includes the entire study area and produces traffic forecasts for all four study periods
analyzed in this DEIR. Given these modeling limitations, an alternative approach was followed to develop the
cumulative traffic forecasts. The following data was obtained and reviewed:


According to the Caltrans Traffic Volume census data (Caltrans 1993) the peak month ADT volumes on
SR 89 through the study area grew by 11.5 percent in the twenty-year period from 1992 (12,200 ADT) to
2012 (13,600 ADT).



The State Route 89 Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012a) predicts 20 percent
growth in both Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) and peak hour volumes between existing and the 20year horizon period on SR 89 between I-80 and SR 28.



The 10-year period from 1991 through 2000 (inclusive) experienced the greatest number of new
housing starts in Olympic Valley of any 10-year period between 1990 and 2010. During this period, 132
new single-family residential housing starts occurred and 602 resort residential bedrooms were
developed (Resort at Squaw Creek and Squaw Valley Lodge). This data suggests that the 569 new units
(i.e., 1,008 total bedrooms) assumed in Olympic Valley for the cumulative conditions analysis in this
DEIR (as shown in Table 18-2) is conservative given historical absorption rates.

Cumulative “no project” forecasts were developed for the study area by applying a 20 percent growth rate to
existing traffic levels on SR 89 in accordance with Caltrans’ own projections. Traffic forecasts along Squaw
Valley Road were developed based on the location, type, and size of reasonably foreseeable land uses. This
scenario assumes the proposed project is not constructed.
The traffic forecasts assume the following roadway improvements:


Extension of Deerfield Drive as a continuous public street between SR 89 and Coldstream Road as part
of the Coldstream Specific Plan (Planned Community-1) project in the Town of Truckee.



Installation of a traffic signal at the SR 89/Alpine Meadows Road intersection.
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The SR 89/Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Project is an ongoing study being prepared by the Tahoe
Transportation District (Tahoe Transportation District 2014). The study is currently evaluating six alternatives
for improvements to the SR 89/SR 28 intersection and approach/departure roadways. A preferred
alternative has not been selected. The project’s website indicates that the project could be completed in
2016. However, because a preferred configuration has not been identified at this time, no improvements
were assumed at this intersection for analysis purposes in this DEIR.
Exhibit 18-2 displays the cumulative no project peak hour traffic forecasts at the study intersections for
winter Saturday a.m. and Sunday p.m. peak hours, and summer Friday p.m. peak hour conditions. Table
18-3 displays the ADT on the three Placer County study roadway segments for the cumulative no project and
cumulative plus project conditions.
Project-only trips at each study intersection were added to the cumulative no project forecasts to yield the
“cumulative plus project” forecasts, which are shown on Exhibit 18-3.
Table 18-3

Placer County Roadway Level of Service – Cumulative Conditions

Segment

Type

LOS
Standard

Winter Saturday Daily Conditions
Cumulative No Project Conditions

Cumulative Plus Project Conditions

ADT

V/C Ratio

LOS

ADT

V/C Ratio

LOS

West River Street east of SR 89

Two-Lane Moderate
Access Control Arterial

D

4,600

0.26

A

4,800

0.27

A

Squaw Valley Road between SR 89
and Squaw Creek Road

Three-Lane Low
Access Control Arterial

D

15,500

0.69

B

18,300

0.81

D

Squaw Valley Road between Squaw
Creek Road and Village Area

Two-Lane Low Access
Control Arterial

C

14,600

0.97

E

17,000

1.13

F

Note: ADT = average daily traffic; LOS = level of service; V/C ratio = volume-to-capacity ratio
Values rounded to the nearest 100 vehicles.
Source: Appendix G

The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: cumulative impacts to bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. Therefore, this issue is not discussed further in this chapter.

Impact 18-19: Cumulative impacts to Placer County roadways.

As shown in Table 18-3, the proposed project would add 200 daily trips during the cumulative Saturday winter
condition to West River Street east of SR 89 and 2,800 daily trips to the segment of Squaw Valley Road
between SR 89 and Squaw Creek Road. The West River Street east of SR 89 segment would operate at level of
service (LOS) A under the cumulative no project condition and the Squaw Valley Road between SR 89 and
Squaw Creek Road segment would operate at LOS B. These segments would continue to operate at acceptable
levels (LOS A and D respectively) with the addition of project trips. Therefore, the addition of project trips would
not have a significant adverse effect on the operation of these two Placer County roadway segments.
The proposed project would add 2,400 daily trips during the cumulative Saturday winter condition to the
segment of Squaw Valley Road between Squaw Creek Road and the Village Area. This would cause this twolane segment to worsen from LOS E to F under cumulative conditions. The v/c ratio would increase by 0.16.
Since this increase is greater than the 0.05 v/c ratio increase threshold, this degradation is considered a
significant cumulative impact.
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Mitigation Measure 18-19: Implement Mitigation Measures 9-1a and 9-1b.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure 9-1a, which includes conducting traffic management when the
expected amount of daily traffic on Squaw Valley Road would reach or exceed 13,500 ADT, and Mitigation
Measure 9-1b, which includes developing and distributing real-time information regarding available parking
spaces in lots/garages in the Village Area and average travel speeds on Squaw Valley Road, would reduce
this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level as a result of the added roadway capacity the
measures would provide. These mitigation measures are considered feasible because they are within the
project applicant’s control and have been shown to improve traffic conditions.
With this mitigation in place, the affected segment of Squaw Valley Road would remain at LOS F with a v/c
ratio of 1.01 (17,000 ÷ 16,875 ADT). However, the v/c ratio increase would be 0.04, which is less than the
0.05 threshold.

Impact 18-20: Cumulative impacts to Placer County intersections.

As shown in Table 18-4, the proposed project would cause the following cumulatively considerable
degradations in operations at intersections along Squaw Valley Road, which are under the jurisdiction of
Placer County:


Squaw Valley Road/Village East Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (approximately 70 second increase in
delay).



Squaw Valley Road/Far East Road/Christy Hill Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Saturday a.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (over two minute delay increase).





winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (over two minute delay increase).



summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS C to F operations.

Squaw Valley Road/Wayne Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Saturday a.m. peak hour: LOS E operations exacerbated (approximately 9 second increase in
delay).




winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS D to E operations (approximately 18 second increase in delay at
worst leg).

Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Saturday a.m. peak hour: LOS E to F (approximately 85 second increase in delay at worst leg).


winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (approximately 46 second increase in
delay at worst leg).



summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS B to F operations at worst leg.

Each of these intersections has a LOS C standard with the exception of the Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek
Road intersection whose standard is LOS D since it is located within ½ mile of a state highway. At each of
these intersections, projected operations under the cumulative no project condition would already be at
unacceptable levels during one or more peak hours. The project would add trips to each intersection, causing a
greater than 2.5-second increase in delay. Hence, those degradations are considered cumulatively significant.

Mitigation Measure 18-20: Implement Mitigation Measures 9-2a through 9-2d.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures 9-2a through 9-2d, which include conducting traffic management along
Squaw Valley Road, would reduce this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level because operations
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would be restored to acceptable levels. The traffic management procedures recommended for the Squaw Valley
Road/Wayne Road and Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek Road intersections were analyzed to determine how the
LOS would change. With the use of traffic management personnel, they would each operate similar to a twophased signalized intersection. Based on the cumulative plus project traffic volumes and anticipated right-of-way
allocations, these intersections would operate at LOS C or better with traffic management.

Impact 18-21: Cumulative impacts to Caltrans intersections.

As shown in Table 18-4, the proposed project would add vehicle trips to various Caltrans-maintained
intersections along SR 89 under the cumulative plus project condition; however, operations would remain at
an acceptable LOS D or better at each location. This applies to the following intersections:






SR 89/Deerfield Drive,
SR 89/West River Street,
SR 89/Squaw Valley Road,
SR 89/Alpine Meadows Road, and
SR 89/SR 28.

Therefore, under the cumulative plus project condition, the proposed project would not generate a
significant adverse effect at these intersections related to changes in LOS.
As also shown in Table 18-4, the proposed project would cause the following significant degradations in
operations under cumulative plus project conditions at intersections along SR 89, which are under the
jurisdiction of Caltrans:


SR 89/I-80 WB Ramps – operations would worsen from LOS D to E during the summer Friday p.m. peak
hour.



SR 89/I-80 EB Ramps – LOS F operations exacerbated (16 seconds increase in delay) during the winter
Sunday p.m. peak hour.



SR 89/Donner Pass Road – LOS E operations exacerbated (4 seconds increase in delay) during the
summer Friday p.m. peak hour.

Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts at the above intersections would be significant.

Mitigation Measures

There are no known plans to improve the I-80/SR 89 interchange. The concept of replacing the traffic signal at
the SR 89/Donner Pass Road intersection with a multi-lane roundabout is discussed in the State Route 89
Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012a), the Nevada County Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP), and the Town of Truckee General Plan. However, there are no known fee programs collecting funds to
implement this improvement. Further, any improvements would require approval from Caltrans. Placer County
cannot assure that Caltrans would agree to construct any proposed improvements. For these reasons, this
cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable because there is no timely mechanism available to
achieve an acceptable LOS at the study intersections.
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Peak Hour Intersection Level of Service – Cumulative Conditions
Cumulative No Project Conditions

Intersection

LOS
Standard

Control

Cumulative Plus Project Conditions

winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

summer Friday
p.m. Peak Hour

winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

summer Friday
p.m. Peak Hour

Delay1

LOS

Delay1

LOS

Delay1

LOS

Delay1

LOS

Delay1

LOS

Delay1

LOS

SR 89/Donner Pass Road

F/D2

Traffic Signal

35.7

D

43.1

D

55.9

E

36.2

D

44.2

D

59.9

E

SR 89/I-80 WB Ramps

F/D2

Roundabout

9.6

A

15.0

B

22.5

D

10.4

B

17.1

C

38.4

E

SR 89/I-80 EB Ramps

F/D2

Roundabout

10.4

B

62.7

F

17.7

C

11.1

B

78.3

F

24.3

C

SR 89/Deerfield Drive

F/D2

Traffic Signal

13.9

B

17.6

B

16.0

B

14.1

B

18.8

B

18.1

B

SR 89/West River Street

E

Traffic Signal

20.0

C

26.1

C

14.1

B

21.9

C

30.4

C

16.8

B

Squaw Valley Road/Chamonix Place

C

Side-Street Stop/
Roundabout

1.1 (11)

A (B)

5.5 (16.6)

A (B)

2.9 (11.7)

A (B)

1.7 (11.6)

A (B)

7.5 (20.2)

A (C)

4.5 (15.2)

A (C)

Squaw Valley Road/Village East Road

C

Side-Street Stop

4.8 (17.4)

A (B) 46.6 (104.1)

E (F)

2.9 (10.8)

A (B)

4.9 (18.5)

A (C) 73.6 (173.8)

F (F)

3.6 (13.6)

A (B)

Squaw Valley Road/Far East
Rd./Christy Hill Road

C

Side-Street Stop

10.2 (>180)3

B (F)

78.7 (>180)

F (F)

2.4 (16.7)

A (C)

15.3
(>180)

B (F)

141.5
(>180)

F (F)

14.7
(>180)

B (F)

Squaw Valley Road/Wayne Road

C

Side-Street Stop

1.2 (38.3)

A (E)

0.9 (29.8)

A (D)

1 (12)

A (B)

1.3 (47)

A (E)

1.3 (48)

A (E)

1 (22)

A (C)

Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek Rd.

D

Side-Street Stop

5.6 (80.6)

A (E)

3.6 (57.2)

A (F)

3.1 (14.5)

A (B)

8 (165.7)

A (F)

4.9 (102.6)

A (F)

4.5 (105.2)

A (F)

SR 89/Squaw Valley Road

E

Traffic Signal

32.4

C

40.3

D

13.8

B

33.7

C

52.1

D

17.4

B

SR 89/Alpine Meadows Road

E

Traffic Signal

5.0

A

12.4

B

6.3

A

5.0

A

14.6

B

7.7

A

SR 89/SR 28

D

Traffic Signal

19.4

B

18.5

B

20.9

C

21.3

C

23.8

C

23.3

C

Notes:
1

2

For signalized intersections and roundabouts, average intersection delay is reported in seconds per vehicle for all approaches. For side-street stop controlled intersections, the delay and LOS for the most-delayed individual
movement is shown in parentheses, and delay/LOS for the entire intersection is shown without parentheses.
LOS F applies as the LOS standard for winter conditions, while LOS D applies as LOS standard for summer Friday conditions.

When side-street traffic volumes are near the boundary of the traffic software’s input range, delay estimates can become imprecise. In such instances, average delay is shown as “> 180 seconds.”
Bolded cells represent significant impacts.
3

Source: Appendix G
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Impact 18-22: Cumulative impacts caused by vehicular queuing at Caltrans intersections.

Table 18-5 shows the 95th percentile vehicle queues at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road intersection during
each winter peak hour. The following describes the key changes in vehicle queuing that would result from
the proposed project:


Northbound Left-Turn Lane: project-added trips during the winter Saturday a.m. peak hour would cause
the 95th percentile queue to increase from 800 to 900 feet. Queuing under cumulative conditions is
worse than under existing conditions due to increased travel through the study intersection.



Southbound Right-Turn Lane: under both no project and plus project conditions, the winter Saturday a.m.
peak hour 95th percentile queue would be 425 feet. This queue length represents right-turning vehicles
that are stored in the through vehicle queue, and cannot access the right-turn lane.



Eastbound Left and Left/Through Lanes: project-added trips during the winter Sunday p.m. peak hour
would increase vehicle queues on this approach. With the project, the 95th percentile queue would
extend beyond Tavern Way (but would not extend to the Squaw Valley Fire Station).

According to Table 18-5 and Caltrans design standards, the northbound left-turn lane would need to provide
900 feet of vehicle storage and 235 feet of deceleration to meet the applicable design standard. Since the
existing turn lane is 565 feet, the applicable design standard would not be met. Therefore, the project’s
contribution (of 100 additional feet of storage required) to cumulative impacts would be significant.
The additional queuing in the southbound right-turn lane at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road intersection is
considered less than significant because it is not the result of excess vehicles in the turn lane, but rather
blockages of the lane by through traffic. That is, the mainline traffic affects the right-turn queue, but the right
turn queue does not affect the mainline traffic; therefore, applicable design standards are not affected. The
additional queuing in the eastbound left and left/through lanes is considered less than significant as these
queues are the “front” of a continuous queue extending down Squaw Valley Road as visitors exit Squaw
Valley during this peak traffic condition; the lengths of these turn queues do not adversely affect
deceleration needs, vehicle safety, or otherwise conflict with applicable design standards. Similarly, impacts
to other turn lanes at other study intersections along SR 89 are also considered less than significant.
Table 18-5

95th Percentile Queue Lengths at SR 89/Squaw Valley Road Intersection – Cumulative Conditions
95th Percentile Vehicle Queue 1

Movement

Available
Storage

Cumulative No Project Conditions

Cumulative Plus Project Conditions

Winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

Winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

Winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

Winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

Northbound Left-Turn

475 feet 2

800 feet

175 feet

900 feet

250 feet

Eastbound Left-Turn

400 feet 3

105 feet

775 feet

150 feet

850 feet

Eastbound Left/Through Lane

400 feet 3

125 feet

850 feet

150 feet

950 feet

Southbound Right-Turn

250 feet 4

425 feet

75 feet

425 feet

75 feet

Notes: Values rounded to the nearest 25 feet.
1

Based on output from SimTraffic model. Results are not reported for the summer Friday p.m. peak hour because this hour has lower demands for these critical
movements when compared to winter peak hour conditions.

2

Measured from the limit line to the beginning of the transition taper.

3

Measured from the limit line to the first driveway opening on the south side of Squaw Valley Road.
Measured from the beginning of turn lane to the beginning of channelized triangular island.

4

Source: Appendix G
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Mitigation Measure 18-22: Lengthen northbound left-turn lane and modify the traffic signal timing
at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road intersection.

If the maximum green time for the winter Saturday a.m. peak hour were to be set to 55 seconds for the
northbound left-turn movement and 40 seconds for the southbound through movement, the northbound leftturn 95th percentile queue would be reduced 675 feet. This signal timing adjustment would not adversely
affect overall delay at the intersection. To meet the applicable design standard, the turn lane (and taper)
would need to have a combined length including bay taper of 910 feet (675 feet + 235 feet). Because the
existing turn lane is 565 feet, the applicable design standard would be met by lengthening the turn lane 350
feet and implementing this (or another equally effective) signal timing modification. As evidenced by the
existing condition, turn pockets on state highways do not always provide the deceleration and storage
prescribed in the Highway Design Manual.
The recommended 350-foot turn lane lengthening would need to occur on the west side of SR 89 to avoid
sensitive environmental resources on the east side (including the Truckee River). However, widening on the
west side may require encroachment into a steep uphill slope and potentially into a bike trail and park,
which could cause secondary environmental effects, and may not be acceptable to Caltrans or the County.
Furthermore, Placer County cannot ensure these improvements are implemented in a reasonable timeframe
because they are subject to approval from Caltrans. For these reasons, Mitigation Measure 18-22 is
considered likely infeasible and this impact would remain significant and unavoidable.

Impact 18-23: Cumulative impacts to Caltrans highways.

As shown in Table 18-6, the proposed project would add trips to four Caltrans highway segments but
operations would either remain acceptable, or the exacerbation of unacceptable operations would not result
in a 0.05 v/c ratio or greater. This applies to the following highway segments:




SR 89 between Squaw Valley Road and Alpine Meadows Road,
SR 89 between Alpine Meadows Road and SR 28, and
SR 89 south of SR 28.

Therefore, under the cumulative plus project condition, the proposed project would not generate a
significant cumulative adverse effect at these highway segments related to changes in LOS or v/c ratio.
As also shown in Table 18-6, the proposed project would cause the following cumulatively considerable
degradations in operations on study segments of SR 89 and SR 28, which are under the jurisdiction of
Caltrans:


SR 89 between Deerfield Drive and West River Street – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS E to F operations (0.07 v/c ratio increase).
 summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS E operations exacerbated (0.10 v/c ratio increase).



SR 89 between West River Street and Squaw Valley Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (0.07 v/c ratio increase).



SR 28 east of SR 89 – operations would worsen as follows:
 summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS E to F operations exacerbated (0.09 v/c ratio increase).

For each of the above segments, the proposed project would either worsen projected operations to an
unacceptable level, or increase the v/c ratio by 0.05 or more at a facility projected to operate unacceptably,
which would be a significant cumulative impact.
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State Highway Segment Level of Service – Cumulative Conditions
Cumulative No Project Conditions

Segment 1

SR 89 south of
Deerfield Dr

LOS
Standard

Winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

Winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

Cumulative Plus Project Conditions
Summer Friday
p.m. Peak Hour

Peak
Peak
Peak
V/C/
Direction V/C/ Avg.
Direction V/C/ Avg.
Direction
LOS
LOS
Avg.
& Volume Speed
& Volume Speed
& Volume
Speed
(veh/hr)
(veh/hr)
(veh/hr)

F/D2

SB
950

0.59 30.1 E

NB
1460

SR 89 between West
River St and Squaw
Valley Rd

E

SB
1200

0.75 44.5 E

NB
1550

SR 89 between Squaw
Valley Rd and Alpine
Meadows Rd

E

NB
770

0.51 36.2 E

SR 89 between Alpine
Meadows Rd and SR 28

E

NB
1050

SR 89 south of SR 28

E

NB
840

SR 28 east of SR 89 4

D

Both
1430

Winter Saturday
a.m. Peak Hour

Winter Sunday
p.m. Peak Hour

Peak
Peak
Peak
Direction V/C/ Avg.
Direction V/C/ Avg.
Direction V/C/ Avg.
LOS
LOS
LOS
LOS
& Volume Speed
& Volume Speed
& Volume Speed
(veh/hr)
(veh/hr)
(veh/hr)

NB
830

0.51
29.1

E

SB
1005

0.62 29.5 E

NB
1558

F

NB
830

0.52
45.1

E

SB
1259

0.78 43.9 E

NB
1656

1.09 40

NB
761

0.51 36.6 E

NB
801

0.51
35.3

E

NB
803

E

NB
771

0.51
36

0.65 35.3 E

SB
910

0.57 34.9 E

SB
820

0.52
33.6

E

NB
1087

0.68 34.9 E

0.55 N/A3 E

SB
620

0.43 N/A3 D

SB
990

0.61
N/A3

E

NB
847

0.55 N/A3 E

Both
1750

0.98
N/A

E

Both
1463

0.87
N/A

E

Both
1410

0.95 25.3 E
1.02
41

0.86
N/A

D

Summer Friday
p.m. Peak Hour

0.53
35.9

0.89
N/A

E

NB
991

0.61 26.7 E

F

NB
1014

0.64 42.5 E

E

SB
928

0.59 33.5 E

SB
962

0.60 34.5 E

SB
952

0.60 31.8 E

SB
634

0.44 N/A3 D

SB
1036

0.64 N/A3 E

Both
1454

1.02 24.4 F

0.89
N/A

D

Both
1910

1.07
N/A

F

Notes: N/A = not applicable; LOS = level of service; NB = northbound; SB = southbound; vph = vehicles per hour. This table replaces percent time spent following (PTSF) in favor of V/C (Volume to Capacity) ratio for purposes of impact
identification. Bolded cells represent significant impacts.
1
2
3
4

Refer to Section 9.1.7, “Level of Service,” for description of facility types and analysis methods.
LOS F applies as the LOS standard for winter conditions, while LOS D applies as LOS standard for summer Friday conditions.
Average travel speed not applicable for Class II two-lane highways.
Segment analyzed using Chapter 16 (Urban Street Facilities) of the HCM (Transportation Research Board 2010) with LOS traffic volumes thresholds in DEIR Table 9-7.

Source: Appendix G
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Mitigation Measures

There are no known plans to improve any of the affected segments of SR 89 and SR 28. The State Route 89
Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012a) indicates that widening of SR 89 is not feasible
due to the environmental sensitivity of the area and topographic constraints. No capacity-increasing
improvements are proposed for the segment of SR 28 east of SR 89 according to the State Route 28
Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012b). Further, any improvements would require
approval from Caltrans. Placer County cannot assure that Caltrans would agree to construct any proposed
improvements. For these reasons, this cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable because
there is no timely mechanism available to achieve an acceptable LOS at these highway segments.

Impact 18-24: Cumulative impacts to transit.

The proposed project would not add structures, roadways, or other elements that would disrupt or interfere
with any existing or planned transit services or facilities. The Specific Plan includes provision of a transit
center constructed within the main Village area to provide a convenient transit hub for both public and
private transit services traveling within, to, and from the main Village area. It would also include low-emission
vehicle shuttle service within the main Village area, as warranted, to provide mobility for visitors, guests,
and employees. Policy CP-4 of the Specific Plan states the following: “Encourage use of regional transit
services (including services from commercial airports) and participate as appropriate in expansion of
regional transit services through financial support, such as subsidies and/or funding programs.”
During peak winter conditions, up to 550 project-related employees may be expected to work in the main
Village area and reside outside of Olympic Valley. About two-thirds of these employees are expected to work
the day shift (i.e., 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.). During the winter season, about 8 percent of existing Squaw Valley
employees use TART to commute to work. This suggests that the project could add approximately 30 riders
to the morning inbound TART service to Squaw Valley. Table 9-17 (provided in Chapter 9, “Transportation
and Circulation”) indicates that weekend morning TART buses between Tahoe City and Squaw Valley are
approaching capacity during peak winter conditions. The addition of transit riders from existing, proposed,
approved, and planned development in Olympic Valley would serve to compound this existing condition,
resulting in a significant cumulative impact related to public transit. Because the project could cause a
demand for public transit that exceeds what is currently provided unless expanded service is implemented,
resulting in a significant contribution to this cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measure 18-24: Implement Mitigation Measure 9-7.
Mitigation Measure 9-7 requires the creation of a Community Service Area (CSA) or Community Facilities
District (CFD) and/or that the project pay its fair share to TART to provide additional funding to accommodate
project demand. This would ensure that the project contribution to cumulative transit demand is not
considerable, thus reducing this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level.

Impact 18-25: Cumulative construction transportation impacts.

Project construction would include demolition of existing buildings and parking lots, and construction of a
variety of buildings, landscaping, parking structures, and other site amenities. These activities would
generate truck and employee trips, which would use SR 89 and Squaw Valley Road to access the Village
area. It is anticipated that the majority of these activities would occur during summer and fall, which typically
have lower traffic levels on Squaw Valley Road when compared to winter conditions. Details of the
construction activity are not known at this time. Therefore, it would be speculative to conduct any type of
quantitative analysis. However, because of the extent and duration of construction of the proposed project
(annually during the construction season for 20+ years), the potential exists for VSVSP construction to occur
concurrently with construction of other projects in Olympic Valley, and the overlapping construction activities
to result in a prolonged lane closures, increased damage to roadbeds, and greater traffic hazards to
bikes/pedestrians. Therefore, a significant cumulative construction transportation impact could occur, and
because the proposed project is likely to generate the most construction traffic within the Olympic Valley, it
would make a significant contribution to this cumulative impact.
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Mitigation Measure 18-25: Implement Mitigation Measure 9-8.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 9-8, which requires the development and implementation of a
Construction Traffic Management Plan and would include coordination of activities between the proposed
project and any other construction-activities in the Olympic Valley, would reduce this cumulative impact to a
less-than-significant level.

AIR QUALITY
All air quality impacts identified for the project are discussed below.

Impact 18-26: Cumulative emissions of ozone precursors.

The nonattainment designation of Placer County with respect to ozone is the result of the emissions of ozone
precursors, reactive organic gasses (ROG), and oxides of nitrogen (NOX), generated by cumulative
development projects in the region, as well as from transport of these same pollutants from outside the
region. When all sources of ROG and NOX throughout the region are combined they can result in a severe
ozone problem, as expressed by the nonattainment status with respect to the California Ambient Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS) and/or National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone, which is considered to
be a significant cumulative impact.
In its CEQA Air Quality Handbook, which has not been formally adopted by its Board of Directors, the Placer
County Air Pollution Control District (PCAPCD) offers mixed guidance about how to determine whether an
individual project’s emissions of ozone precursors are cumulatively significant. On the one hand, PCAPCD
recommends the use of 10 pounds per day (lb/day) as the cumulative impact threshold for evaluating
operational emissions of ROG and NOX. PCAPCD’s recommendation to use 10 lb/day is based on its New
Source Review rule (Rule 502) that applies to stationary sources and requires Best Available Control
Technology (BACT) to be implemented on any stationary source that emits more than 10 lb/day of ROG and
NOX (PCAPCD 2012:2-3 and 2-4). On this basis, PCAPCD recommends that any project that emits more than
10 lb/day should implement mitigation measures to reduce cumulative impacts (PCAPCD 2012:2-4). On the
other hand, also in its CEQA guide, PCAPCD states that it
does not recommend the use of this cumulative threshold to determine the need for an EIR. Rather,
this threshold is used by [PCAPCD] to recommend mitigation measures to offset the project’s
cumulative air quality impacts. Local governments acting as lead agencies have the responsibility to
determine the type of environmental document that should be prepared and should determine when
a project’s impacts, even after complying with the [PCAPCD’s] offsite and/or fee programs, are
potentially significant as defined under CEQA. (PCAPCD 2012:2-4).
PCAPCD provides no guidance about what level of mitigation is sufficient for a land use development project
that exceeds 10 lb/day or whether a project that reduces its emissions to less than 82 lbs/day would result
in a cumulatively considerable contribution to the nonattainment ozone status of the region. PCAPCD leaves
decisions on this matter to the discretion of the lead agency (PCAPCD 2012:1-3 and 1-4). (Furthermore,
PCAPCD’s guide does not include any discussion about cumulative emissions from construction activity.)
For this analysis, the County exercises this discretion and employs the approach recommended by the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) and presented in its CEQA Guide to Air
Quality (SMAQMD 2014). This guidance is the same as employed among air districts throughout California,
including the Bay Area Air Quality Management District and the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control
District. Like these other districts, SMAQMD recognizes that nonattainment of the CAAQS and NAAQS is
based on cumulative development that has affected air quality. The project impact threshold is the same as
the cumulative impact threshold, recognizing the cumulative nature of the impact. Invariably, if a project
complies with the project threshold, the cumulative impact is also less than significant. In large part, this
assumption is based on overall inputs to the air quality attainment plans for the various air districts, which
consider general plans of the jurisdictions within their boundaries and how well-planned development,
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coupled with improving emissions standards and mitigation, can result in long-term attainment of air quality
standards.
SMAQMD’s guidance about how to address potential cumulative impacts of ozone precursors is also
relevant to the proposed project because SMAQMD also has jurisdiction over portions of the Sacramento
federal nonattainment area for ozone and is one of the key agencies that developed, adopted, and is now
implementing the Sacramento Regional 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable Further Progress Plan
(Ozone Attainment Plan) (Sacramento Region Air Districts 2013:1-5), as discussed in Chapter 10, “Air
Quality.” In its approach, SMAQMD considers a project’s individual emissions that do not exceed its Boardadopted project-level, mass emission thresholds (i.e., 85 lbs/day for construction emissions of NOX, 65
lb/day for operational emissions of NOX, and 65 lbs/day for operational emissions of ROG) to not result in a
cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact (SMAQMD 2014:8-1). As explained
above, the mass emission thresholds SMAQMD uses for project-level analysis are also used to determine
whether a project would be cumulatively significant.
Herein, the County applies the same reasoning in its evaluation of ozone precursors generated by the
proposed Village at Squaw Valley Specific Plan. As described in Impacts 10-1 and 10-2, project construction
emissions would not exceed significance thresholds for any pollutants, but operational emissions would be
substantially higher than thresholds established for ROG and NOX. The significance threshold is 82 lb/day; at
buildout, project operation would emit 181.7 lbs/day of ROG and 86.5 lbs/day of NOX during the summer
ozone season. With implementation of Mitigation Measure 10-2, construction and operation of land uses
and facilities developed under the Specific Plan would not generate emission of ozone precursors that
exceed PCAPCD’s mass emission thresholds. Furthermore, total development allowable under the Specific
Plan would be within (and substantially less) than overall development allowable by current zoning and the
land use designations established in the County General Plan and the Squaw Valley General Plan and Land
Use Ordinance. This is noteworthy because, as with other air districts, the amount of development
anticipated by the County General Plan, as well as the general plans of other counties and cities located in
the region, is used to inform air quality planning efforts including the Ozone Attainment Plan. Thus, this
impact would be cumulatively significant. Because Mitigation Measure 10-2 includes a menu of actions that,
in combination, would reduce the project’s net emissions of ROG and NOX to less than 82 lb/day, this
cumulative impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-27: Cumulative emissions of particulate matter.

As shown in Table 10-3, in Chapter 10, “Air Quality,” Placer County is designated as attainment/unclassified
with respect to the NAAQS for particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less
(PM10) but as nonattainment with respect to the CAAQS. Like the discussion about ozone above, PM10 has a
similar cumulative regional emphasis when particulates emitted by multiple projects are entrained into the
atmosphere and build to unhealthful levels over time. Emissions of PM10 from both project construction and
operation were determined to be less than significant because they would not exceed PCAPCD’s recommended
threshold of 82 lbs/day, as discussed under Impacts 10-1 and 10-2. Because the threshold of 82 lbs/day is
considered to represent the allowable incremental contribution of PM10 by a project while still progressing
toward overall attainment within Placer County, as explained in the discussion of ozone precursors above,
because emissions-generating construction activity would be short-term and intermittent, and because most of
the operational emissions of PM10 would be from mobile sources and therefore dispersed among area
roadways, the project-generated emissions of PM10 would not have a considerable contribution to a significant
cumulative related impact with respect to ambient PM10 concentrations in the region.
Construction-generated PM10, however, also has the potential to cause significant local problems during
periods of dry conditions accompanied by high winds, and during periods of heavy earth disturbing activities.
PM10 may have cumulative local impacts if, for example, several grading or earth-moving projects are
underway simultaneously at nearby sites. For this cumulative analysis, this EIR examines the potential PM10
Placer County
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exposure to sensitive receptors near the project site due to construction-related earth-disturbance activities
from the proposed project and construction of any nearby projects that may occur at the same time.
Reviewing the cumulative project list provided in Table 18-2 and the locations of these projects shown in
Exhibit 18-1, only construction of the PlumpJack redevelopment project could involve substantial earth
moving and PM10 emissions in close proximity to construction that would take place under the Specific Plan
and be constructed at the same time. However, project construction would generate very little PM10 because
there would not be a substantial amount of ground disturbance at any point in time. Much of the project
area is paved, limiting PM10 generation from vehicle travel on dirt roads, and the area of ground disturbance
would be relatively limited. Therefore, even if some construction of the land uses proposed under the
Specific Plan occurred simultaneously with the PlumpJack redevelopment project, and PM10 from the
Specific Plan area reached a local sensitive receptor concurrently with PM10 generated by construction of the
PlumpJack redevelopment project, the contribution from the Specific Plan would be minimal and would not
make a substantial contribution to the cumulative PM10 emissions.
Because project-generated PM10 emissions would not interfere with progress toward overall attainment of
the CAAQS and NAAQS for PM10 within Placer County, or contribute to high localized concentrations in
combination with simultaneous, nearby construction projects, they would not be cumulatively considerable
and therefore would be less than significant.
Placer County is also designated as nonattainment with respect to the CAAQS for particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less (PM2.5) and is unclassified with respect to the NAAQS for
PM2.5. Because PCAPCD does not recommend mass emission thresholds for evaluating PM2.5 emissions from
a project but do for PM10, the analysis of PM2.5 generally follows the analysis of PM10. For the reasons
described above for PM10, the project would not make a significant contribution to a significant regional or
local cumulative PM2.5 impact. This cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-28: Cumulative exposure to mobile-source carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations.

As stated under Impact 10-3, mobile-source carbon monoxide (CO) generation, which in prior decades was a
more important issue, has been reduced to such an extent by modern vehicles and the total vehicle fleet,
that CO “hotspots” (CO emissions above air quality standards adopted for the purpose of protecting against
exposure concentrations that can affect oxygen levels in blood leading to chronic and acute health risks, see
Table 10-1) are rare. The potential for hotspots is associated with large, highly congested intersections, such
as at two major, multi-lane highways. Under future conditions when traffic from cumulative development is
considered (see Impacts 18-19 through 18-25), one signalized intersection, SR 89/Donner Pass Road,
would operate at LOS E during the summer Friday p.m. peak hour and traffic generated by the proposed
project would increase delays at this intersection. However, the SR 89/Donner Pass Road intersection is not
indicative of the type of intersection that would experience a CO hotspot, given it has one travel lane and
turn pockets in each direction. Simply stated, the volume of traffic at this intersection is not sufficient to
create a CO hotspot. Cumulative mobile-source CO emissions would not result in, or substantially contribute
to, concentrations that exceed the 1-hour ambient air quality standard of 20 ppm or the 8-hour standard of
9 ppm, and this cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-29: Cumulative exposure of sensitive receptors to toxic air contaminants.

As stated under Impact 10-4, the project would not generate significant health risks associated with toxic air
contaminants; it would not expose any single receptor to a level of cancer risk that exceeds an incremental
increase of 10 in one million, or to a noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of 1. This conclusion is based on the fact
that construction-generated emissions of diesel PM would be short-term and intermittent, and would not
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occur for an extended period of time near any off-site sensitive receptors. Also, back-up diesel generators
would only be operated during power failures and periodic testing and that the idling time of delivery trucks
is limited to 5 minutes by the California airborne toxics control measure incorporated in Title 13, Section
2485 of CCR. The same conclusion would apply to diesel PM emissions associated with the construction of
the PlumpJack redevelopment project and this construction may or may not occur at the same time as
construction under the Specific Plan. Therefore, project-generated emissions of diesel PM would not make a
significant contribution to a significant cumulative impact, if one were to occur. For the reasons described
above, it is not anticipated that the levels of health risk exposure from the proposed Specific Plan, in
combination with health risk exposure of any other toxic air contaminant-emitting sources, would reach
levels which would be considered a significant cumulative impact. The project’s contribution would,
therefore, not be cumulatively considerable and therefore would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-30: Cumulative exposure of sensitive receptors to odors.

The project would not generate significant odors, as discussed under Impact 10-5. There are no existing
facilities in the project vicinity typically considered as sources of objectionable odors such as wastewater
treatment facilities, landfills, food processing facilities, and livestock operations. None of the cumulative
projects identified in Table 18-2 include land uses that would be expected to generate objectionable odors
that would affect a substantial number of people or travel far enough to interact with other potential odor
sources. Therefore, there are currently no facilities or activities in the vicinity of the Specific Plan area that
interact to create a significant cumulative odor impact, and neither the proposed project nor reasonably
foreseeable future projects would generate objectionable odors that would change this condition. On a
cumulative basis, no impact would occur.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

NOISE
The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: construction vibration impacts, exposure
of existing sensitive receptors to new or additional operational project-generated stationary noise sources,
and exposure of new sensitive receptors to existing and new stationary noise sources. Noise and vibration
are typically site-specific and dissipate with distance from the source. Future planned projects would not be
located close enough to the project site for construction vibration and stationary noise to combine with
project noise to create substantial levels of vibration and noise impacts. Therefore, these issues are not
discussed further in this chapter.

Impact 18-31: Cumulative short-term construction-generated noise.

Cumulative impacts from construction-generated noise could result if other future planned construction
activities were to take place in close proximity to the project and cumulatively combine with construction
noise from the project. The Olympic Valley is geographically isolated from other portions of the surrounding
region and construction noise from foreseeable projects outside the Valley would not interact on a
cumulative basis with construction noise from the proposed project. For example, other planned projects
such as the Gregory Creek Subdivision, Coldstream Specific Plan, Pollard Station, and others (see Table 18-2
for a complete list) are located well beyond the Olympic Valley and therefore construction noise from these
projects would not combine with construction noise generated by the VSVSP.
In addition to future planned projects outside the Olympic Valley, several approved and proposed projects
within the Valley could be constructed at the same time as some phases of VSVSP construction and
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combine with project-related construction noise. These include the PlumpJack Hotel redevelopment and the
Resort at Squaw Creek expansion, among others.
The PlumpJack Hotel redevelopment would consist of demolition and expansion of the current hotel and an
additional 10,000 square feet of commercial land use. Construction activities would be relatively minor and
short-term in comparison to the project and therefore no night time construction is anticipated. Thus,
construction activity would be exempt per the Placer County noise ordinance and would not substantially
increase exposure of sensitive receptors to excessive noise levels during the more sensitive time of the day
or result in a substantial temporary increase in noise.
The Resort at Squaw Creek includes the construction of 441 condo units. There are some sensitive
receptors along Squaw Valley Road that are located within 2,500 feet of both the Resort at Squaw Creek and
the eastern portions of the VSVSP; the distance at which nighttime construction noise from the proposed
project is modelled to attenuate sufficiently to comply with Placer County night time standards. These
existing sensitive receptors, and potentially future receptors in the same area, could potentially be exposed
to significant nighttime construction noise from both projects simultaneously, if nighttime construction were
to occur simultaneously at both locations. However, this would be a rare circumstance, if it occurs at all.
Nighttime construction, if needed, would only be needed for short-term activities, such as concrete pours.
Because it would be an infrequent occurrence, if it occurred at all, the impact, while adverse, would not be
considered cumulatively substantial.
Nevertheless, combined construction of the project and other projects would add to the overall disruptive
nature of construction noise over a period lasting several years, regardless of whether the noise is exempt
from ordinances. The addition of cumulative projects to the impact from the project would be relatively
minor, but would still add to the overall addition of construction noise. While the construction activities would
follow various noise mitigation measures and ordinances, as outlined in Chapter 11, “Noise” (see Impact 111), the cumulative construction noise impact would be significant and unavoidable. This impact results from
the location of the project in a relatively quiet mountain environment and the anticipated need for some
nighttime construction. For this reason, additional feasible mitigation (beyond what is stated in Mitigation
Measure 11-1) is not available to further reduce this impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is feasible.

Impact 18-32: Cumulative long-term ambient noise levels.

Cumulative noise levels could be affected by additional build-out of surrounding land uses and increases in
vehicular traffic on affected roadways. Several new large developments (e.g., Gregory Creek Subdivision,
Coldstream Specific Plan, Joerger Ranch Specific Plan) and others (see Table 18-2 for a complete list) are
planned in the Tahoe Basin, surrounding the project area.
These projects could result in additional traffic-related noise on surrounding roadways and would contribute
to an already existing cumulative traffic-noise condition (i.e., existing traffic-noise levels exceed applicable
noise standards throughout the Tahoe Basin). Therefore, and as shown in Table 18-7, roadways under the
cumulative conditions exceed Placer County noise standards as well. Thus, project-generated traffic under
the cumulative condition would further increase traffic noise (Table 18-7). In addition, because the project
would cause traffic-related noise increases on certain roadways during certain circumstances (i.e., Squaw
Valley Road during certain peak days in the summer) to exceed applicable standards where they currently do
not, the project would contribute to the cumulative impact related to traffic-noise in the Olympic Valley (i.e.,
traffic noise levels on Squaw Valley Road could result in noise increases of up to 4.3 A-weighted decibels
[dBA] as shown in Table 18-7). With regards to stationary noise increases, the proposed project would result
in land use development that typically includes stationary noise sources such as noise from HVAC units,
electrical generators, parking lots, commercial loading docks, and outdoor recreational activities. However,
these noise sources would be isolated to the project area and therefore would not combine with other
stationary noise sources in the geographic scope of cumulative impacts. Nonetheless, increases in traffic
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noise would exceed applicable noise standards on roads that currently comply with Placer County noise
standards. Therefore, project operation would result in a considerable contribution to long-term noise. While
implementation of Mitigation Measure 11-5 would reduce interior noise from Squaw Valley Road at new
sensitive receptors, no feasible mitigation exists to reduce the project’s impacts to existing sensitive land
uses (i.e., residences located within the 60 dBA day-night average noise level [Ldn] noise contour of Squaw
Valley Road), which would be exposed to exterior noise levels that exceed applicable Placer County noise
standards, although only during a select number of days during summer. Therefore, this cumulative impact
would be significant and unavoidable.
Table 18-7

Summary of Modeled Traffic Noise Levels under Cumulative and Cumulative Plus Project Conditions
CNEL/Ldn (dB) at 100 feet from Roadway Centerline
Cumulative Conditions

Existing
(Plus Project) Conditions

Net
Change
(dB)

Winter Peak Saturday1

1

Squaw Valley Road, between SR 89 and Squaw Creek Road

61.0

61.7

+0.7

2

Squaw Valley Road, between Squaw Creek Road and the existing Village

60.8

61.4

+0.7

3

SR 89, north of Squaw Valley Road

68.8

69.3

+0.5

4

SR 89, south of Squaw Valley Road

65.9

67.5

+1.6

Summer Peak Friday2

1

Squaw Valley Road, between SR 89 and Squaw Creek Road

59.9

64.2

+4.3

2

Squaw Valley Road, between Squaw Cree k Road and the existing Village

60.6

63.3

+2.6

3

SR 89, north of Squaw Valley Road

71.2

72

+0.9

4

SR 89, south of Squaw Valley Road

69.7

70.7

+0.9

Notes: CNEL = Community Noise Equivalent Level; dB = A-weighted decibels; Ldn = day-night average noise level
The net change may not be the exact difference between existing and existing plus project conditions due to rounding.
1

Winter Peak Saturday – existing traffic conditions for the winter season were based on the average daily traffic for the 7th busiest travel day during the 2011-2012 ski
season.

2

Summer Peak Friday – existing traffic conditions for the summer season were based on peak hour traffic data for a peak summer Friday afternoon in August (which has
been determined to be the busiest month of the summer season). Counts at intersections along study roadways for all turn directions were available. Traffic counts at
each intersection were summed over the length of the study segment to determine average daily traffic numbers for the Peak Summer Friday.

Refer to Chapter 9, “Transportation and Circulation,” and Appendix I for detailed traffic data, and traffic-noise modeling input data and output results.
Source: Data modeled by Ascent Environmental, Inc. in 2014

Mitigation Measures
There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce this cumulative impact to a less-thansignificant level.

SOILS, GEOLOGY, AND SEISMICITY
Projects outside Olympic Valley would not interact with the proposed project relative to impacts on soils,
geology, and seismicity, including snow avalanche hazards. Therefore, probable future projects affecting the
causal factors and/or vulnerability of structures and persons to geohazards within Olympic Valley are the
focus of consideration for this cumulative impact analysis.
All soils, geology, and seismicity impacts identified for the project are discussed below.
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Impact 18-33: Cumulative, long-term exposure of structures and persons to effects of ground
rupture and shaking.

Olympic Valley is in a seismically active region and could be subject to low or moderate ground acceleration
in the event of an earthquake on faults in the vicinity. While there are no Alquist-Priolo zones designated in
the Valley, prior geologic maps and studies have identified fault traces that cross the Valley, including traces
through the existing Village, near the Olympic Channel, and near the Resort at Squaw Creek (see Exhibit 124 in Chapter 12, “Soils, Geology, and Seismicity”). The Fault Evaluation Report (Holdrege & Kull 2015)
prepared for the VSVSP recommends that additional site-specific analysis be conducted prior to formulating
final conclusions about whether there are any on-site sources of fault rupture (see Mitigation Measure 12-1).
No fault studies have been completed to establish the activity status, extent, or likelihood of rupture on
these traces as part of project technical reports for other foreseeable projects in or adjacent to (e.g., Alpine
Sierra Subdivision) Olympic Valley. Therefore, the spatial uncertainty regarding on-site fault traces could
result in structures inadvertently being located and constructed over or near a previously unknown active
fault. This could result in unanticipated, higher levels of seismic risks to persons visiting or residing on-site.
While Mitigation Measure 12-1 would not eliminate the risks of earthquake rupture or shaking to result in
structural damage or injury and death of persons, the measures would lower the magnitude and probability
of the impact to an acceptable level, consistent with other development in the region. This cumulative
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-34: Cumulative, long-term exposure of structures and persons to risks of liquefaction
and lateral spreading due to seismic shaking.

Based on preliminary geotechnical information (Holdrege & Kull 2011) for the VSVSP, the subsurface
conditions at the west end of Olympic Valley are highly varied, stratified, and include areas of artificial fill,
loose granular sands, and other materials that could be vulnerable to liquefaction and/or lateral spreading.
While the vicinity is generally suitable for standard methods of engineering and design, the selection of
appropriate approaches, methods and specific applications must be further verified after additional detailed
studies to assure suitable geotechnical design guidance, foundation and structural integrity. Because some
of the foreseeable projects are also in this portion of Olympic Valley, and the geologic materials throughout
the Valley floor also have spatially varied characteristics that could include loose granular sands or other
materials vulnerable to hazards, the same risk would apply. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 12-2
would provide certainty about the potential for on-site secondary seismic hazards and provide a final design
guidance for building layouts, foundation engineering, and structural standards that would be consistent
with and adequate for the actual seismic hazards of the site (as determined by Mitigation Measure 12-1).
While these measures would not eliminate the risks of secondary seismic hazards to result in structural
damage or injury and death of persons, the measures would lower the magnitude and probability of the
impact to an acceptable level, consistent with other development in the region. This cumulative impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-35: Cumulative, long-term exposure of structures and persons to effects of snow
avalanche.

The Avalanche Hazard Study (Heywood 2014) developed for the proposed project proposes modified
Potential Avalanche Hazard Area (PAHA) boundaries that reduce the area and extent of the ‘high’ and
‘potential’ hazard areas relative to the existing applicable Avalanche Hazard Map in the SVGPLUO (see
Exhibit 12-9 in Chapter 12, “Soils, Geology, and Seismicity”) in the vicinity of other foreseeable projects near
the west end of Olympic Valley. No changes to the PAHA boundaries near the Resort at Squaw Creek or
residential areas on the north side of the valley were investigated or proposed.
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Measures to address potential avalanche risks in outdoor public areas for the VSVSP are proposed within
their Avalanche Mitigation Plan, applying to the owners/operators of any VSVSP building in a PAHA, and
requiring notification protocols with the Squaw Valley Fire Department and Squaw Valley Resort, public area
closures and signage, additional notices to occupants and additional information about potential hazards
and temporary closures be provided. Any avalanche mitigation plan(s) and communication commitments for
the specific site, buildings, and users of other reasonably foreseeable projects are not known at this time;
however, other projects would be required to comply with the County ordinance. Additionally, coordination
and communication commitments between the private owners/operators and the Squaw Valley Fire
Department has not yet been verified.
Implementation of the project and other development within the Olympic Valley, while based on sound
scientific evidence regarding the likely areas at risk of avalanche hazards and incorporating measures to
reduce structural risks and to minimize risks to persons, would increase risk of injury or death to persons
from avalanche hazards. Mitigation Measure 12-3 would provide final design guidance for building layouts,
foundation engineering, and structural standards that would be consistent with and adequate for the actual
avalanche hazards of each site and provide a more complete and comprehensive mitigation program to
identify, inform, and instruct all persons that would potentially be at additional risk due to the project and
other foreseeable projects in Olympic Valley. While these measures would not eliminate the risks of
avalanches to result in structural damage or injury and death of persons, the measures would lower the
magnitude and probability of the impact to an acceptable level, consistent with other development in the
region. This cumulative impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Projects outside the Olympic Valley would not interact with the proposed project relative to impacts on hydrology
and water quality in Squaw Creek, other surface waters, and the Olympic Valley Groundwater Basin (OVGB).
Therefore, probable future projects affecting surface and groundwater resources, including water quality and
quantity within the Olympic Valley are the focus of consideration for this cumulative impact analysis.
The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: temporary surface water diversions and
dewatering of streams (due to the limited duration of these activities and limited geographic area of effect);
reconfiguration of Squaw Creek and the Olympic Channel (the restoration of Squaw Creek has a beneficial
contribution to hydrologic and water quality conditions on Squaw Creek); long-term management of runoff
volumes, peak flows, and snow storage and risks of potential degradation to water quality (the project has a
neutral to beneficial contribution relative to these issues); and exposure of people to flood hazards (highly
localized, does not combine with other projects). Therefore, these issues are not discussed further in this
chapter.

Impact 18-36: Cumulative impact of facility construction or abandonment to groundwater and
surface water quality.

The proposed project, along with other potential projects within Squaw Valley (e.g., PlumpJack
Redevelopment, Resort at Squaw Creek Phase 2, Olympic Valley Museum) will require, or contribute to the
need to develop new underground utility infrastructure, or upgrade or abandon existing underground utility
infrastructure (e.g., wells, water lines, sewer lines). These activities could result in adverse effects on
groundwater (introduce contamination) and surface water (increased erosion potential and introduction of
sediment). Similarly, construction of buildings and other facilities associated with various projects in Squaw
Valley could adversely affect groundwater and surface water as a result of erosion associated with grading,
earth moving, and excavation; sediment mobilization during crossings of wetlands and stream corridor;
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excavations into the unconfined aquifer and potential introduction of contaminants; and mobilizing existing
contaminants that may be in the soil or groundwater.
The introduction of contaminants or sediments into the same surface water or groundwater aquifer from
multiple sources could result in an additive, or cumulative adverse effect. However, all projects would be
subject to the same standard regulatory measures and permit conditions related to protecting groundwater
and/or surface waters during well construction and abandonment; underground pipeline design/
construction/abandonment; excavation, grading, and earth moving; and containment and treatment of
hazardous materials (either existing contamination encountered during construction or releases from
construction activities). With existing regulatory programs that significantly limit, or entirely prevent
groundwater or surface water contamination during facility construction or destruction, a significant
cumulative impact related to this impact mechanism would not occur, and the proposed project’s
contribution to this cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-37: Cumulative, long-term impacts to groundwater patterns, recharge, and aquifer
storage in the Olympic Valley Groundwater Basin.

The WSA prepared for the proposed project (Appendix C) estimates that a total of six new wells would be
required to meet the cumulative demands (i.e., the VSVSP and foreseeable future projects in the Olympic
Valley) for pumping from the OVGMB in 2040. Using projected annual and monthly demands for the project
and all potential users of the OVGMB (MacKay & Somps 2014, Farr West Engineering et al. 2014), the
calibrated model (HydroMetrics 2013) has been used to simulate the difference between baseline and
cumulative conditions, including the percent saturation (Exhibits 13-18 and 18-4) and groundwater
elevations (Exhibits 13-20 and 18-5). The modeled decreases in groundwater percent saturation and
groundwater elevations under cumulative buildout in 2040 are distinct and measureable relative to
baseline.
The effect of 2040 buildout groundwater pumping on groundwater elevations is modelled as part of the WSA
(Table 18-8). Pumping to meet the cumulative demand is estimated to decrease the minimum groundwater
elevations relative to baseline by 3.2 to 3.7 feet at four of the six existing wells and by 2.2 to 2.7 feet at the
remaining two existing wells. The decrease in the simulated minimum groundwater elevations relative to
baseline for the modeled new wells ranged from 7.7 to 8.3 feet at seven of the nine new wells and ranged
from 3.4 to 3.6 feet at the remaining two wells. Generally, the project-only impact on minimum groundwater
elevations (Table 13-14) is about half of the total cumulative impact.
However, looking at changes in percent of aquifer saturation (i.e., changes in percent of total depth of water
that the aquifer holds relative to its maximum holding capacity), the simulated minimum percent saturation
decreases by five percent or more in eight of the 15 modelled wells (Table 18-9). The minimum percent
saturation falls to 70 percent or less at two wells (proposed New 07/11 and existing SVPSD-2R), but no well
minimums fall below 65 percent saturation, the criteria to indicate problematic withdrawal effects adopted for
the WSA. This is a conservative standard, wherein many areas consider 50 percent saturation and less to be
acceptable.
The model may underestimate spatial patterns and local effects on groundwater elevations, since all proposed
new well locations were assumed to be active during all parts of the year. This assumption could more broadly
spread pumping effects in the model results, whereas if some wells were ultimately operated more than others
during particular periods, reductions in groundwater depth could be greater at these wells. Because there is
uncertainty about the exact location, depth, and pumping pattern at future wells; actual groundwater elevation
minimums at specific existing or future wells could vary from modelled simulations and may be somewhat
lower or higher than predicted in the model. Measures are included that require a management and
monitoring program, with performance standards, to assure groundwater elevations are stable and don’t affect
the integrity of the wellfield or downstream creek effects (vegetation loss, erosion, etc.).
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Source: Taylor, pers. comm., 2014

Exhibit 18-4

Percent Saturation of Existing and Proposed
Groundwater Wells: Simulated Cumulative 2040 Conditions

Source: Taylor, pers. comm., 2014

Exhibit 18-5

Groundwater Elevation of Existing and Proposed Groundwater Wells:
Simulated Cumulative 2040 Conditions
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Table 18-8
Well Name
New-07/11

New-09/14

New-10/12

New-15/07

New-15/09

New-16/10

New-23/12

New-38/54

New-45/53

SVMWC-1

SVMWC-2

SVPSD-1RR

SVPSD-2R

SVPSD-3

SVPSD-5R

Ascent Environmental

Decrease in Groundwater Elevation between Baseline and Cumulative Condition
Type of Value
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min

Source: Taylor, pers. comm., 2014

18-40

Baseline
6193.3
6204.4
6183.5
6192.4
6202.2
6183.0
6192.8
6202.9
6183.2
6193.5
6204.9
6183.3
6193.1
6203.9
6183.2
6193.0
6204.0
6183.2
6192.5
6203.8
6182.9
6184.8
6192.2
6176.3
6185.1
6193.0
6176.5
6184.6
6192.4
6175.4
6184.2
6191.4
6175.7
6186.5
6195.3
6177.2
6187.1
6196.0
6177.8
6186.1
6194.4
6176.8
6184.4
6191.9
6175.3

Groundwater Elevation (feet)
Cumulative
6,189.5
6,202.5
6,175.4
6,189.0
6,200.4
6,175.2
6,189.2
6,201.0
6,175.2
6,189.4
6,202.7
6,175.1
6,189.2
6,201.8
6,175.1
6,189.1
6,201.9
6,175.1
6,188.9
6,201.8
6,175.2
6,183.3
6,191.5
6,172.9
6,183.4
6,192.2
6,172.9
6,183.5
6,191.8
6,172.7
6,182.8
6,190.9
6,172.6
6,184.8
6,194.6
6,173.6
6,185.6
6,195.4
6,174.1
6,184.5
6,193.7
6,173.4
6,183.7
6,191.7
6,173.1

Decrease
-3.8
-2.0
-8.1
-3.5
-1.9
-7.8
-3.6
-1.9
-7.9
-4.1
-2.2
-8.3
-3.9
-2.1
-8.1
-3.9
-2.1
-8.1
-3.6
-2.0
-7.7
-1.5
-0.7
-3.4
-1.7
-0.8
-3.6
-1.1
-0.5
-2.7
-1.3
-0.5
-3.2
-1.6
-0.7
-3.6
-1.5
-0.6
-3.7
-1.5
-0.7
-3.4
-0.7
-0.2
-2.2
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Decrease in Percent Saturation between Baseline and Cumulative Condition

Well Name
New-07/11

New-09/14

New-10/12

New-15/07

New-15/09

New-16/10

New-23/12

New-38/54

New-45/53

SVMWC-1

SVMWC-2

SVPSD-1RR

SVPSD-2R

SVPSD-3

SVPSD-5R
Source: Taylor, pers. comm., 2014

Value
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
Avg
Max
Min
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Baseline
88%
99%
78%
90%
99%
82%
90%
99%
82%
89%
99%
80%
91%
99%
84%
92%
100%
84%
90%
99%
82%
94%
100%
88%
94%
100%
88%
94%
100%
88%
95%
100%
89%
95%
100%
89%
87%
100%
74%
94%
100%
87%
93%
99%
86%

Percent Saturation (%)
Cumulative
84%
97%
70%
87%
98%
75%
87%
98%
75%
86%
97%
73%
88%
98%
78%
89%
98%
78%
87%
98%
76%
93%
99%
86%
93%
99%
86%
93%
99%
86%
94%
99%
87%
94%
100%
87%
85%
99%
68%
92%
99%
84%
93%
99%
84%

Decrease
-4%
-2%
-8%
-3%
-2%
-7%
-3%
-2%
-7%
-4%
-2%
-7%
-3%
-2%
-6%
-3%
-2%
-6%
-3%
-2%
-6%
-1%
-1%
-2%
-1%
-1%
-3%
-1%
0%
-2%
-1%
0%
-2%
-1%
0%
-2%
-2%
-1%
-5%
-1%
-1%
-3%
-1%
0%
-2%
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The cumulative groundwater elevation declines have spatial and temporal importance relative to surface
and groundwater relations (discussed further under Cumulative Impact 18-36). However, the cumulative
reductions in minimum, maximum, and average percent saturation are modest (Table 18-9, zero to five
percent) and the small percentage decreases suggest that at the basin-wide scale, cumulative reductions in
percent saturation are not substantial enough to degrade the amount, location, or seasonality of recharge,
groundwater storage, or total groundwater available for public supplies throughout Olympic Valley. The
management plan required for the project would also reduce the potential for cumulative impacts.
Therefore, the cumulative effect of additional groundwater extraction throughout the alluvial aquifer to meet
2040 demands would be less-than-significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-38: Cumulative groundwater pumping changes to groundwater and surface water
interactions and water quality within and downstream of the plan area.

As described above under Cumulative Impact 18-37, the additional groundwater pumping to meet
cumulative water demand by 2040 will increase total extraction from the OVGB, using a combination of
existing and proposed new wells. Modeling conducted for the WSA indicates that this increased groundwater
extraction, using the wellfield configuration and well operation assumptions that were modeled, would cause
a lowering of minimum, average, and maximum groundwater elevations relative to baseline conditions (see
Exhibits 13-21 and 18-5 and Table 18-8). Declines of more than three feet in the minimum water elevation
are simulated to occur at nearly all of the wells, and drops of more than seven feet are modeled at seven
wells. Declines in the average groundwater elevation of more than three feet are simulated at eight of the
proposed new wells and the maximum groundwater elevation is modelled to decrease by two feet or more at
five of the proposed new wells.
The proposed project, along with other cumulative development, is expected to generate new water
demands on the Olympic Valley alluvial aquifer. New demand (project and other cumulative development) is
estimated to grow by 363 acre feet per year over the next 25 years (Tables 18-10 and 18-11). The total
demand is estimated from detailed analysis by Farr West Engineering et al. (2014) of all available data
regarding existing and projected demands by the four main groundwater pumpers in Olympic Valley.
Table 18-10

Projected Annual Water Demand by Customer Type

Water Supplier

Customer Type

Squaw Valley Public Services District

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

Single Family Residential

121

137

153

166

178

185

Multi Family Residential

143

149

193

198

202

204

Commercial

95

98

102

104

107

108

Irrigation

47

47

47

47

47

47

VSVSP

0

82

129

178

211

234

Squaw Valley Mutual Water Company

Single Family Residential

132

134

137

139

141

142

Resort at Squaw Creek

Irrigation1

164

164

146

146

146

146

Snowmaking

69

69

69

69

69

69

Snowmaking

71

71

71

71

71

71

842

950

1,045

1,114

1,170

1,205

Squaw Valley Resort
TOTALS

Note: All values in Acre-Feet per Year (AFY). All values rounded to nearest whole number, totals may reflect the effects of rounding and columns may not sum.
1 RSC irrigation amounts are reduced per development agreement

in 2025

Source: Farr West Engineering et al. 2014; Table 4-3
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Projected Water Demand by Water User
Water User

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

Existing Water Use

841

841

841

841

841

841

VSVSP

0

82

129

178

211

234

Other Cumulative Projects

0

28

77

99

120

131

TOTALS

842

950

1,045

1,114

1,170

1,205

Note: All values in Acre-Feet per Year (AFY). All values rounded to nearest whole number, totals may reflect the effects of rounding and columns may not sum.
1 RSC irrigation amounts are reduced per development agreement

in 2025
Source: Adapted by Ascent in 2014 from Farr West Engineering et al. 2014; Table 4-3

The forecast annual demand increases by customer type and use over the five year increments in the WSA
shows that the VSVSP project comprises the largest single added demand in the Basin (Table 18-11); the
non-potable uses remain very similar to baseline, and small increases in the other municipal uses are
projected.
As also discussed in Chapter 13, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” the calibrated groundwater model for the
Basin (HydroMetrics 2014) has been used to simulate groundwater conditions under baseline and project
plus cumulative conditions over the January 1993 through December 2011 representative hydrologic period
(Farr West Engineering et al. 2014). The hydrologic conditions over this model period include: a single dry
year (2007) and a multiple year dry period (1999 through 2001). The projected demands at 2040 were
distributed by provider and well, including potential well locations beyond the estimated new wells required,
to better assess total aquifer capacity and specific wellfield arrangements (Farr West Engineering et al.
2014). The modeling assumed the wellfield would be designed such that wells would be spaced and
installed in a manner that would optimize extraction conditions. As a conservative assumption, the 2040
demands were run for each year of the 19 year simulation period. Since additional active wells were
assumed, the demand was met by pumping equal volumes from all of the wells in the wellfield. As a result,
pumping rates in the existing wells were effectively reduced.
The long-term cumulative impacts of additional groundwater pumping in the OVGB on surface water
interactions are dependent on many variables, including well locations and pumping patterns, as further
discussed in Chapter 13, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” under Impact 13-5. Quantitative analysis of the
effect of groundwater pumping on streamflow in, and groundwater elevations under, representative sections
of Squaw Creek within and downstream of the plan area (Todd Groundwater 2014) included simulation of
cumulative 2040 impacts (Exhibits 13-23 through 13-26 and Table 13-15).
The difference in streamflow between simulated baseline conditions and cumulative groundwater
withdrawal conditions is small, varies seasonally, and is greatest during winter and spring when the
difference is an extremely small percent of total flow (Todd Groundwater 2014). Also, the cumulative effect
of pumping on streamflow during the low-flow months (August, September, and October) is limited relative to
baseline, since the channel may experience zero flow under baseline conditions (GANDA 2014).
The drop in simulated groundwater elevations relative to baseline under cumulative 2040 pumping is
spatially and temporally similar to the project-only impact (Impact 13-5 in Chapter 13, “Hydrology and Water
Quality”), but greater in magnitude (Exhibits 13-23 through 13-26). Key observations regarding the
simulated 2040 cumulative versus baseline groundwater elevations relative to the Squaw Creek streambed
include:


There are large seasonal ranges in groundwater elevations under both the baseline and 2040
cumulative scenarios, which reflect the variable seasonal runoff, recharge, and pumping patterns. There
is also year-to-year variation in groundwater elevations, depending on the volume and timing of
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precipitation and run-off in that year. The year-to-year variation is slightly less than the seasonal range in
any given year.


The 2040 cumulative pumping scenario lowers groundwater elevations relative to baseline throughout
the west channel and the most of the meadow (east cells A through I in Exhibit 13-22), but the
magnitude of decrease lessens downstream of east cell E (GANDA 2014).



The greatest reductions in 2040 groundwater elevations relative to baseline are in west cells B, D, and E,
which is the area where the most new modelled wells were located.



The cumulative-induced decrease in groundwater elevation is larger during the low flow season than
during the winter or spring throughout the main Village and downstream meadow reach.



In the vicinity of the headwaters’ confluence (west cells B, D, E), groundwater is generally below the
streambed elevation year-round, even in the baseline conditions, but groundwater levels may rise above the
ground surface briefly in some years. Under the 2040 cumulative condition, groundwater elevation would
decrease, but still be at or above the streambed in the same years as under baseline (Exhibit 13-23).



Along the main Village (west cells F, G, H), groundwater remains above the streambed for a considerable
portion of each year except for a few of the driest years of the record, and seasonally falls below the
streambed by a few feet in all years, even under baseline. The cumulative 2040 scenario lowers the
minimum elevations of those seasonal lows by several feet relative to baseline, particularly in the drier
years (Exhibits 13-24 and 13-25).



The conditions near the Far East Bridge (west cell I) and the mouth of the Olympic Channel (west cell J)
are somewhat different; in these areas the pumping influences are lessened but the proposed finished
grade elevation resulting from proposed work at the bridge and planned creek restoration (in the vicinity
of the existing sewer line) included as part of the proposed project is likely to change surface water
relations. The proposed higher future bed elevation at west cell I would affect the relationship of
groundwater levels to channel bed (Exhibit 13-26).



In the meadow reach downstream of the site, the 2040 cumulative condition also lowers groundwater
elevations relative to baseline; but the amount of time that groundwater elevations stay above the
streambed is longer than in the west channel under both the baseline and cumulative conditions. The
magnitude of minimum elevation lowering is one to three feet in east cells A, B, and C (Exhibit 13-27),
and lessens downstream of east cell F (GANDA 2014). In east cells D, E, and F the cumulative impact
would not result in large magnitude decreases (less than two feet), but would lower groundwater below
the streambed in several years that do not lose to groundwater under baseline conditions. In east cells
G, H, and I, only small decreases (less than 0.5 feet) in minimum groundwater elevation relative to
baseline occur, and do not change the relationship with the streambed elevation (GANDA 2014).

The project-only contribution to the cumulative impact on simulated groundwater elevations underlying
Squaw Creek is greatest in the upstream reach and diminishes further downstream, as would be expected
based on the location of existing and new modeled wells:


The project-only portion of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater elevations below baseline
is larger than the non-project portion (i.e., foreseeable future development in the Olympic Valley other
than the VSVSP) in west cells B, D, E and F (Exhibits 13-23 and 13-24).



The project-only and non-project portions of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater
elevations below baseline are of similar magnitudes in west cells G and H (Exhibit 13-25).



The project-only portion of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater elevations below baseline
is similar to or slightly less than the non-project portion in west cells I and J (Exhibit 13-26).
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The project-only portion of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater elevations below baseline
is smaller than the non-project portion in east cells A through C (Exhibit 13-27).



The project-only portion of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater elevations below baseline
is noticeably smaller than the non-project portion in east cells D and E (GANDA 2014).



The non-project impact comprises nearly all of the total 2040 cumulative decrease in groundwater
elevations below baseline downstream in east cells F through I (GANDA 2014).

The comparisons of simulated baseline and cumulative groundwater elevations along Squaw Creek
described above demonstrates a decrease in groundwater support to surface water depths throughout the
main Village reach and a measureable decline downstream through most of the meadow reach. Although
these stream reaches experience some seasonal drying under existing conditions, the duration and spatial
extent of drying would likely increase under the 2040 cumulative scenario.
Another quantification of effects of groundwater pumping on stream drying is calculated from the model
results to highlight changes in target minimum depths in residual pools used by fish (GANDA 2014). These
data indicate that under the 2040 cumulative scenario, east cells A, B, and C of Squaw Creek experience
more drying of residual pools (Table 13-15). For all three cells the total number of months with drying more
than doubles relative to baseline. In cell A, the number of years experiencing drying increases from 9 to 13
(a 20 percent increase). In cell B, the number of years experiencing drying doubles from 5 to 10. Further
downstream in cell C, the number of years with drying does not increase although the duration extends.
There is not a linear relationship between the project-only, non-project, and cumulative effects to additional
drying in these cells, as indicated in Table 13-15. The project only and non-project conditions are estimated
to result in similar increased occurrence and duration of drying in these cells.
As a change to surface hydrology, this cumulative impact would be less than significant (as described above
for Cumulative Impact 18-36) because the project would not substantially alter the existing drainage pattern
or surface water body of a site or area. However, there is some uncertainty about the ability of the model to
accurately represent minimum water levels, as the model calibrations to-date have not emphasized
matching observed minimums. As a result, the model may underestimate extreme lows. Also, because ‘all
wells were modeled’ the actual number of future wells could vary and the result could be different than
modeled.
Under the pumping regime evaluated in the WSA, the changes in groundwater levels due to increased
pumping are generally focused on the west channel, which will be aided by the creek restoration component
of the project, and the upper portion of the meadow reach, near the well field. Because of the geographic
and temporal extent of the groundwater lowering, there would not be substantial adverse effects on water
quality or surface water under the evaluated regime. However, if a different regime is used, there is a
potential that cumulative development, including the project, could result in groundwater elevations and
streamflow which could affect riparian vegetation. Mitigation Measure 13-4, requiring development and
implementation of a Pumping Management Plan with performance standards and monitoring, would reduce
the potential for this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Cumulative plus project conditions for water supply are evaluated within the project specific impact analysis
in Chapter 14, “Public Services and Utilities.” A further evaluation of cumulative water supply impacts is not
provided here.
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The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: result in inefficient and wasteful
consumption of electricity (implementation of Title 24 energy conservation measures as well as multiple
Specific Plan policies and DEIR mitigation measures resulting in energy conservation) and result in
insufficient snow removal and storage (limited geographic scope of activity and possibility for project
interaction). Infrastructure considerations are site-specific, and must be addressed during individual project
planning and development. Therefore, these issues are not discussed further in this chapter.

Impact 18-39: Cumulative provision of public services and utilities.

Under existing conditions, the Tahoe-Truckee region is served by multiple public utility districts and
community service districts, water suppliers, wastewater collection and treatment providers, and solid waste
collection services. Public services, including fire stations, police stations, and schools are provided by
multiple federal, state, and local agencies. For some utilities and public services, some of the approved and
foreseeable projects would be served by a different provider than the VSVSP (e.g., water provided by the
Northstar Community Services District rather than the SVPSD). Under these conditions, the proposed project
would not interact with other projects on a cumulative basis.
However, other approved and foreseeable projects identified in Table 18-2 and Exhibit 18-1 that propose
new residential and commercial development, particularly those within the Olympic Valley, would contribute
to increased utility demand for the same providers as the VSVSP. These providers employ various programs
and mechanisms to support provision of these services to new development; for example, Placer County has
adopted development fees consistent with State law to facilitate the provision of public services for projects
consistent with the buildout of the General Plan, and various utilities charge connection fees and re-coup
costs of new infrastructure through standard billings for services. Cumulative development would not result
in an inability for service providers to continue to provide public services and utilities. A significant
cumulative impact would not occur, and the VSVSP would make a less-than-significant contribution to this
cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-40: Cumulative effects on wastewater delivery infrastructure.

As discussed in Chapter 14, “Public Services and Utilities,” the Tahoe-Truckee Sanitation Agency (T-TSA) is
studying the Truckee River Interceptor (TRI) to determine whether peak flows would exceed capacity. There
is potential that future projects that would contribute wastewater to the TRI would exceed the capacity of the
TRI. However, the VSVSP would not contribute to this potential cumulative impact because, if needed, the
project applicant would add wastewater detention capacity on the project site to ensure that during peak
flow periods, wastewater delivered to the TRI can be retained on the project site until TRI flows are not at
their peak and the TRI can accommodate flows from the VSVSP. Therefore, any contribution from the
proposed project to this potential cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND HAZARDS
The following project impacts would either not be cumulatively significant or mitigated to a point where the
project would not contribute considerably to any cumulative impact: emit hazardous emissions, substances,
or waste within 0.25-mile of an existing or proposed school; interference with an adopted emergency
evacuation plan; potential to disturb a known hazardous materials site, which could result in impacts to the
public or the environment; and create or expose people to an existing source of health hazards including
radon gas. Therefore, these issues are not discussed further in this chapter.
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Impact 18-41: Cumulative hazardous materials effects.

Although some hazardous materials releases can cover a large area and interact with other releases (e.g.,
atmospheric contamination, contamination of groundwater aquifers), incidents of hazardous materials
contamination are more typically isolated to a small area, such as leaking UST sites or individual business.
These relatively isolated areas of contamination typically do not interact in a cumulative manner with other
sites of hazardous materials contamination. There are no identified incidents of widespread hazardous
materials contamination with different sources of contamination interacting on a cumulative basis.
Future projects would add further businesses and land uses that may use, store, and generate hazardous
materials (e.g., commercial elements of the Cold Stream Specific Plan and Northstar Highlands Phase II);
however, these entities would be subject to existing federal, state, and local hazardous materials
regulations, limiting the potential for releases and contamination and requiring clean-up when
releases/contamination do occur. Further, these projects would be required to implement project-specific
mitigation (similar to the proposed project), consistent with applicable laws and regulations related to the
transport, use, and disposal of hazardous materials, to reduce any significant hazardous materials impacts.
Given these conditions, there is not a significant cumulative impact related to hazardous materials from
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects.
Although the transport, storage, and use of hazardous materials would occur as part of the construction and
operation of the proposed project, existing federal, state, and local hazardous materials regulations would
apply, limiting the potential for releases and contamination and requiring clean-up when
releases/contamination do occur. Also, as described above, interactions among multiple hazardous
materials releases on a cumulative basis often require close proximity between the releases. Given the
limited potential for hazardous materials contamination to occur as a result of the proposed project, the
legal requirements to clean up any releases, and the limited potential for any project generated
contamination to interact on a cumulative basis with other incidents of contamination, the proposed project
(with implementation of Mitigation Measures 15-2a through 15-2c) would not make a significant
contribution to a significant cumulative impact related to hazardous materials. Therefore, this would be a
less-than-significant cumulative impact.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

Impact 18-42: Cumulative wildland fire hazards.

The project region is a high fire hazard area, with past fires resulting in loss of life, significant losses of
property, and substantial damage to habitat and environmental resources. Past fire suppression and other
forest land management has allowed fuels to accumulate in many areas, contributing to the severity of
wildfires when they do occur. Past development in the forested landscape has increased the risk to life and
property when fires do occur, and increased the potential for ignition of wildland fires through increased
human presence and activity.
Many future projects will continue this trend to varying degrees. Past and future fuels management projects
minimize wildland fire risk). However, even with these projects, the combination of effects from past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects have resulted in a significant cumulative impact related
to wildland fire hazard.
The proposed project includes construction of homes, businesses, or other occupied structures; however,
the project would be located within an already developed area. The project does not include uses that would
increase ignition risk and is in an area with a local fire department. Even though the project is located in an
area with a significant fire risk, the project does not make a substantial contribution to wildland fire hazards.
Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant cumulative impact.
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Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

GREENHOUSE GASES AND CLIMATE CHANGE
All greenhouse gas (GHG) and climate change impacts identified for the project are discussed below.

Impact 18-43: Cumulative greenhouse gas emissions.

The discussion of GHG emissions generated by the Specific Plan under Impacts 16-1 and 16-2 in Chapter
16, “Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change,” is inherently a cumulative impact analysis. GHG emissions
from one project cannot, on their own, result in changes in climatic conditions; therefore, the emissions from
one project must be considered in the context of their contribution to cumulative global emissions. The
analyses in Chapter 16 concluded that the level of GHG emissions generated by the Specific Plan would not
conflict with the California Air Resources Board’s (ARB) Climate Change Scoping Plan (ARB 2011) and First
Scoping Plan Update (ARB 2014), which contain the strategies California will implement to achieve the GHG
reduction goals Mandated by the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill [AB] 32).
However, project buildout would not occur until after 2020, the horizon year for the California Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32), and additional and stricter GHG target levels may be adopted.
Important factors are not currently known: the GHG emissions target in effect at the time that subdivisions
are submitted after 2020; the effectiveness of regulatory actions already adopted as part of the
implementation of AB 32 (effectiveness has been calculated, but the update to the First Scoping Plan
Update suggests they may be more effective than needed to achieve 2020 target levels); and the potential
for application of new regulations and their effectiveness. Moreover, the project area, including the site, is
not identified for development in the Sacramento Area Council of Government’s (SACOG) Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategies. Therefore, it would be speculative to determine that
GHG impacts, if they were to occur, would be feasibly mitigated to adopted GHG targets beyond 2020. For
this reason, and because the project would emit a substantial level of GHG emissions, GHG emissions
associated with the Specific Plan would be potentially cumulatively considerable and therefore potentially
significant and unavoidable.

Mitigation Measures
Extensive mitigation is included in Chapter 16, “Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change,” some of which may
not be feasible because future targets, regulatory standards, and costs are not known. There are no additional
feasible mitigation measures available to reduce this cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level.

Impact 18-44: Cumulative impacts of climate change on the project.

The discussion of the impacts of climate change on the project under Impact 16-3 in Chapter 16,
“Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change,” concludes that the project would include sufficient design
features to increase its resiliency to elevated risk of wildfires, flooding, and avalanches that may become
more prevalent with climate change. Because the Specific Plan would include many components that
enhance its resiliency to these potential effects from climate change, the Specific Plan could not make a
cumulatively considerable contribution to any potential significant cumulative impact related to the effects of
climate change on existing and future projects. This cumulative impact would be less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
No additional mitigation is required.

18.2

SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Section 21100(b)(2)(A) of the State CEQA Guidelines provides that an EIR shall include a detailed statement
setting forth “in a separate section: any significant effect on the environment that cannot be avoided if the
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project is implemented.” Accordingly, this section provides a summary of significant environmental impacts
of the project that cannot be mitigated to a less-than-significant level.
Chapters 4 through 16 describe the potential environmental impacts of the project and recommend various
mitigation measures to reduce impacts, to the extent feasible. Section 18.1, “Cumulative Impacts,”
determines whether the incremental effects of this project are significant when viewed in connection with
the effects of past projects, other current projects, and probable future projects. After implementation of the
recommended mitigation measures, most of the impacts associated with development of the project would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level. The following impacts are considered significant and unavoidable;
that is, no feasible mitigation is available to reduce the project’s impacts to a less-than-significant level.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Impact 7-1: Demolition of historically significant buildings.

The proposed project would result in the demolition of 1960s Olympics-related buildings that have been
determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR), namely the Olympic Valley Lodge (formerly Athlete’s Center) and the Far East Center
(formerly Nevada Spectator’s Center). Demolition of these historic resources would result in a significant
impact because the historic resources would no longer exist. Mitigation Measures 7-1a and 7-1b require
documentation (including a written history of the property, plans and drawings of the historic resource, and
photographs) of the historic buildings and creation of an interpretive program, exhibit, or display,
respectively. With implementation of these measures, impacts related to the loss of the former Athlete’s
Center and Nevada Spectator’s Center buildings would be lessened, but not to a less-than-significant level
because the historic resources would no longer exist.
Relocating the Olympic Valley Lodge (formerly Athlete’s Center) and Far East Center (formerly Nevada
Spectator’s Center) was considered as a further mitigation option; however, due to the size, design, and age
of the buildings, relocation would likely result in significant damage to each building. If the technical aspects
of moving the buildings could be overcome, a willing recipient for the buildings would need to be found, and
significant costs associated with relocation would need to be addressed. The historic value of each building
is also directly related to their location at the site of the 1960 Winter Olympics. Relocating the buildings
would remove this nexus to their historic value. Therefore, even if the technical and cost aspects of building
relocation could be overcome, and a willing recipient for the buildings could be found, the buildings historic
value would be degraded by relocation and this impact would not be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Chapter 17, “Alternatives,” includes a discussion of alternatives to the project. Various alternatives
considered in Chapter 17 would likely result in the retention of the Olympic Valley Lodge (formerly Athlete’s
Center) and the Far East Center (formerly Nevada Spectator’s Center), including alternatives related to
implementing the project in another location, the No Project Alternative, and an alternative titled
“Preservation of Historical and Wetlands Resources Alternative.” However, as described in Chapter 17, these
alternatives may be infeasible, may not meet the basic project objectives, or may result in other
environmental consequences.
Consequently, mitigation is available to only partially mitigate the impacts of the project on these two historic
buildings. Therefore, this impact would be significant and unavoidable after application of all feasible
mitigation measures.
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VISUAL RESOURCES
Impact 8-1: Adverse effect on a scenic vista (construction and operations as experienced by longterm residents).

The major scenic attribute of the west end of the Valley is the resort setting with the backdrop of mountain
slopes and peaks. On-going construction activities, partially constructed buildings, and equipment would
detract from the scenic vistas of the west end of the Valley. This would be a significant impact during
construction. No mitigation measures are available that would reduce construction impacts on scenic vistas
in the main Village area to a less-than-significant level. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-1, which
requires the installation of screening, may lessen the intrusiveness of construction; however, the activity
would still have a considerable effect on the intactness of the view. Therefore, this impact would be
significant and unavoidable during construction.
The scenic vistas of the west end of the Valley are readily accessible to the public, are observed by a large
number of viewers, and viewer sensitivity to alterations to the scenic resources is high. However, given that
the project would largely replace a paved area, would implement architectural and landscape design
guidelines that result in unified architectural style and landscape screening of the new structures, would
modify only part of the viewshed, and would retain the most dominating scenic elements, this impact would
be less than significant to visitors to the Valley. Because the project would obstruct some views of the lower
slopes and continue a long-term development trend within an overall highly scenic area, the impact would be
significant for permanent and part-time residents of the Valley. Although the project employs substantial
design guidelines that would result in a unified design consistent with a mountain setting for a resort project,
this would not obviate the project’s contribution to blocking the scenic vistas currently available to yearround and seasonal residents of Olympic Valley. Elimination of the structures with potential to affect scenic
vistas would not be feasible, given the relatively small size of the project site and the intensity of the
proposed development. Conversely, increasing the height of structures on other areas of the site may restore
some views from these existing buildings, but would result in visual tradeoffs, and would likely result in a
development appearance that is too intensive for the mountain setting. No mitigation measures are
available that would reduce scenic vista impacts to year-round residents of the Valley or to part-time
residents of adjacent timeshare and hotel condominium projects to a less-than-significant level. Therefore,
this impact would remain significant and unavoidable to residents during project operation.

Impact 8-2: Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings (construction).

While the project site is largely developed (main Village area) and/or modified from natural conditions (East
Parcel), construction activity including ground disturbance, construction material staging areas, partially
constructed buildings, and construction equipment would alter the existing visual character of these areas.
This impact would be potentially significant during construction. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-2a,
which requires the installation of screening, where feasible, would reduce the visual effects of construction,
but not to a less-than-significant level. No mitigation measures are available that would reduce this impact to
a less-than-significant level because elements of construction that would detract from the unity of the view,
including the presence of construction equipment in the quantity necessary to complete the planned
structures and the unfinished aesthetic of partially-constructed buildings, coupled with the extent of
proposed development and the extended development timeframe, are unavoidable. Therefore, this impact
would be significant and unavoidable during construction.

Impact 8-3: Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a scenic highway (construction).

Squaw Valley Road is a designated Placer County scenic route and is considered a scenic highway for the
purposes of this analysis. The qualities of more distant views of the main Village area from Squaw Valley
Road (i.e., views of the resort with an impressive backdrop of mountain slopes and peaks) are moderately
high to high. Construction activity and equipment would detract from foreground views from Squaw Valley
Road of the scenic vistas. The changes would result in a substantial adverse effect on the scenic vistas
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provided from Squaw Valley Road during construction. This impact would be potentially significant for the
main Village area. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-3, which requires the installation of screening
and adherence to the VSVSP design guidelines, would reduce the visual effects of construction as viewed
from Squaw Valley Road, but not to a less-than-significant level because construction processes are
inherently inconsistent with a natural, serene environment. Therefore, this impact would be significant and
unavoidable during construction.

Impact 8-5: Create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area (operations).

The addition of construction lighting may detract from views of the night sky and surrounding resort area for
residents and visitors. Residents do not have open views of the project site for the most part because their
views are typically screened or blocked by vegetation. However, night lighting is more visible. Construction
cranes and lighting on tall structures would make these features more noticeable at night than in daytime
conditions. Taking into consideration that residents, and to some extent visitors, would have extended views
of the project area, and have high sensitivity to visual conditions, this impact would be potentially significant
for both the main Village area and the East Parcel.
Lighting to serve the project, including employee housing and parking at the East Parcel, would create a new
source of substantial nighttime lighting in the area and would potentially increase skyglow conditions in the
area. This impact would be potentially significant for both the main Village area and the East Parcel.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-5a, which requires the installation of landscaping on the north and
west sides of the East Parcel to screen night lighting for adjacent residential areas, Mitigation Measure 8-5b,
which requires adherence to the VSVSP design guidelines, and Mitigation Measure 8-5c, which requires
parking structures to be designed to block illumination of adjacent residential buildings, would reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level for the East Parcel; however, there are no mitigation measures
available that would reduce the effects of night lighting on residential areas in the vicinity of the main Village
area to a less-than-significant level. Implementing standard practices and design guidelines would reduce
the effect of this lighting on day and nighttime views of the area. However, residents and visitors may
consider this new light and adverse change in nighttime views of the area. Therefore, this impact would be
significant and unavoidable for the main Village area.

TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Impact 9-2: Impacts to Placer County intersections.

The proposed project would worsen operations to unacceptable levels or exacerbate already unacceptable
operations at the Squaw Valley Road/Village East Road, Squaw Valley Road/Far East Road/Christy Hill Road,
Squaw Valley Road/Wayne Road, and Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek Road intersections during one or
more analysis peak hours. This would be a significant impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 9-2a
through 9-2d would reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level for all intersections within the plan
area, except the Squaw Valley Road/Village East Road intersection, because these measures would restore
operations to acceptable levels.
The traffic management procedures described in Chapter 9, “Transportation and Circulation,” at the Squaw
Valley Road/Far East Road/Christy Hill Road, Squaw Valley Road/Wayne Road, and Squaw Valley
Road/Squaw Creek Road intersections were analyzed to determine how the LOS would change. With the use
of traffic management personnel, the Squaw Valley Road/Wayne Road and Squaw Valley Road/Squaw Creek
Road intersections would operate similar to a two-phased signalized intersection. Based on the existing plus
project traffic volumes and anticipated right-of-way allocations, these intersections would operate at LOS C
or better with traffic management.
However, after implementation of Mitigation Measure 9-2a through 9-2d, the Squaw Valley Road/Village
East Road intersection would continue to experience increases in delays in excess of 2.5 seconds. As
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discussed in Chapter 9, “Transportation and Circulation,” adoption of Policy CP-1 within the VSVSP would
allow for an LOS F standard for intersections within the plan area during peak ski/occupancy days and would
therefore make peak hour/day traffic conditions at the Squaw Valley Road/Village East Road intersection
acceptable. However, this impact would be considered significant and unavoidable for the Squaw Valley
Road/Village East Road intersection unless and until Policy CP-1 is adopted.

Impact 9-3: Impacts to Caltrans intersections.

The project would exacerbate unacceptable operations at the SR 89/Alpine Meadows Road intersection
during all three analysis peak hours. This would be a significant impact. Mitigation Measure 9-3 requires the
construction of the planned traffic signal at this intersection. Once the signal is operational, the effect of
added vehicle trips from the project would be less than significant; however, the timing of installation is not
known at this time and is not entirely within the County’s control (joint effort with Caltrans). Therefore, this
impact would be significant and unavoidable in the short-term if the planned traffic signal is not constructed
prior to the project generating sufficient vehicle trips to generate an increase in intersection delay of more
than 2.5 seconds.

Impact 9-4: Impacts caused by vehicular queuing at Caltrans intersections.

The proposed project would cause an adverse vehicular queuing condition at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road
intersection during the winter Saturday a.m. peak hour that would not meet applicable design standards.
This would be a significant impact. Mitigation Measure 9-4 requires the project applicant to work with
Caltrans to lengthen the northbound left-turn lane and modify signal timing at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road
intersection; however, lengthening the turn pocket by 50 feet may be infeasible due to environmental
conditions. The east side of the highway includes a bike path and forestry resources as well as the banks of
the Truckee River. Encroachment into this area would require relocation of a portion of the bike path, tree
removal, and possible encroachment on the river. The west side of the highway is also constrained by a
downslope, a bikepath, and parking for Squaw Valley Park. Thus, widening of the road may not be
acceptable to Caltrans and the County, and may be infeasible. Furthermore, Placer County cannot ensure
these improvements are implemented in a reasonable timeframe because they are subject to approval from
Caltrans. For these reasons, this impact would be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 9-5: Impacts to Caltrans highways.

The project would exacerbate already unacceptable operations on the segments of SR 89 between Deerfield
Drive and West River Street, and SR 28 east of SR 89 in Tahoe City during the summer Friday p.m. peak
hour. This would be a significant impact. Mitigation Measure 9-5 requires that operations on select
segments of SR 89 and SR 28 be improved; however, no such capacity-increasing improvements are
proposed. Because there are no available mechanisms to provide an acceptable LOS on these SR 28 and
SR 89 segments, this impact would be significant and unavoidable.

NOISE
Impact 11-1: Construction noise impacts.

Existing noise-sensitive receptors are located in close proximity to proposed construction areas and, as the
Specific Plan is developed, newly constructed sensitive receptors may be located adjacent to, or in close proximity
to, ongoing construction. Most construction activities are proposed during the daytime hours, when construction
noise is exempt by the Placer County Municipal Code. Although construction noise occurring during the exempted
hours of the day would comply with the Placer County noise standards, the relatively large scale of construction
occurring over a long period of time, and in close proximity to existing and future sensitive receptors, may result in
excessive noise levels that disturb nearby sensitive receptors. Further, construction activity may be required
during the night for actions such as large continuous concrete pours and to protect the construction site and
buildings from anticipated storms. Proposed nighttime construction activities would exceed Placer County
nighttime standards for sensitive receptors and could potentially result in a temporary increase in ambient noise
levels of 5 decibels (dB) above current levels. This impact would be significant.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measures 11-1a and 11-1b, which include construction-noise reduction
measures, would provide substantial reductions in day and nighttime construction noise levels; however,
reductions of up to 34 dB would be required during some of the more intensive night time construction (e.g.,
during continuous concrete pours that would occur intermittently and only during the most intense
construction periods, typically during the summer months), to comply with Placer County’s nighttime
equivalent continuous sound level (Leq) standard of 45 dBA. Reductions of this magnitude are not
anticipated to be achieved under all circumstances with implementation of Mitigation Measures 11-1a and
11-2b. Further, construction activities would continue to produce disruptive daytime noise over an extended
period. Thus, this impact would be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 11-5: Exposure of new and existing sensitive receptors to operational project-generated
transportation noise sources (potentially significant for existing sensitive receptors).

Implementation of the project could expose existing and future planned sensitive receptors to transportation
noise levels that exceed the Placer County day-night average sound level (Ldn) standard of 60 dBA at the
property line of residential land uses. This impact would be significant.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure 11-5 would reduce interior noise from Squaw Valley Road at new
sensitive receptors; however, implementation of this mitigation measure would not ensure that exterior
noise levels would comply with Placer County levels of 60 dBA Ldn at outdoor activity areas (e.g., balconies,
porches). Therefore, as balconies and porches could potentially be included at future sensitive receptors,
and it would be considered infeasible and impractical to disallow the construction of these outdoor activity
areas, future planned sensitive receptors could potentially be exposed to exterior noise levels that exceed
Placer County noise levels for transportation noise sources.
Existing sensitive receptors are located within the 60 dBA Ldn noise contour of Squaw Valley Road and would
continue to be exposed to noise levels that exceed Placer County noise standards (i.e., 60 dBA Ldn) during
peak traffic conditions. Further, during the summer, noise along Squaw Valley Road would increase such
that the current noise level that modelling indicates is in compliance with Placer County exterior noise levels,
the addition of project generated transportation noise would result in exceedance of the 60 dBA Ldn standard
for transportation noise. Exterior noise levels at existing noise-sensitive residences could only be remediated
by relocating roadways, building sound walls, providing buffer zones, etc., but in the case of the project, this
would not be feasible. Homes are located adjacent to the roadway edge and relocating the road would
require removal of homes, or if moved in the other direction, would result in loss of habitat and other
potential impacts. In most locations, the homes are too close to the roadway to add sound walls without
affecting safe access to the road (line of sight would be compromised) or views. Further, it is likely that
interior noise is within standards of 45 dBA Ldn, given the colder climate and likelihood that many homes
already have dual pane windows and insulation. Typical construction of this type provides at least 25 dB
exterior-to-interior attenuation. Therefore, exterior noise levels would need to be at least 71 dBA for the
interior noise standards to be exceeded, which would mean that an existing residence would need to be
located 20 feet from the centerline of Squaw Valley Road, and this does not currently exist. Thus, existing
sensitive land uses (i.e., residences located within the 60 dBA Ldn noise contour of Squaw Valley Road)
would be exposed to exterior noise levels during days with peak traffic conditions that exceed applicable
Placer County noise standards. This impact would remain significant and unavoidable.

GREENHOUSE GASES AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Impact 16-2: Operational greenhouse gas emissions (potentially significant after 2020).

GHGs associated with operation of the Specific Plan would exceed the Tier I mass-emission threshold of
1,100 metric tons (MT) of carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions per year (CO2e/year); however, operational
GHGs would not exceed the GHG efficiency-based Tier II threshold recommended by PCAPCD for 2020.
Nevertheless, GHG emissions would be substantial and may be less efficient than needed to achieve GHG
reduction targets that could be in place after 2020, when the project is completed. Therefore, operation of
the Specific Plan has the potential to result in a substantial contribution to GHG emissions. This impact
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would be potentially significant. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 16-2 would reduce GHG emissions
associated with subdivisions proposed after 2020. However, important factors are not currently known: the
GHG emissions target in effect at the time that subdivisions are submitted after 2020; the effectiveness of
regulatory actions already adopted as part of the implementation of the Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006; and the potential for application of new regulations and their effectiveness. Further, the cost and
feasibility of certain policies that would be mandated as mitigation is not known. Therefore, it would be
speculative to determine that GHG impacts, if they were to occur, would be feasibly mitigated to adopted
GHG target levels beyond 2020. For this reason, and because the project would emit a substantial level of
GHG emissions, the residual impact is potentially significant and unavoidable.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Impact 18-12: Cumulative effect on historical resources.

Many of the structures constructed for the 1960 Winter Olympics are no longer present, or have been
substantially altered for conversion to another use. Therefore, the cumulative loss of historic resources in
the Olympic Valley is considered significant. The proposed project includes demolition of seven buildings that
are historical resources (though some have lost integrity) because of their direct association with the
founding of Squaw Valley and the 1960 Olympic Games. Two of these seven buildings–the Nevada
Spectators’ Center and the Athletes’ Center–have been determined eligible for listing on the NRHP and
CRHR. This would be a significant cumulative impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measures 7-1a and 7-1b,
which require recordation and other measures aimed at preserving a record of the resources, would reduce
the project’s contribution to cumulative loss of historic resources in the Olympic Valley; however, not to a
less than considerable level because the historic resources would no longer exist. Therefore, this cumulative
impact would be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 18-14: Substantial adverse cumulative effect on a scenic vista.

A cumulatively significant impact to the scenic vistas has resulted from prior development. Further
cumulative development will continue to incrementally alter the viewshed. As described in Impact 8-1,
visitors to the area would expect resort development, and a high degree of mountain-compatible
architectural style would be consistent with the visitor experience. However, long-term permanent and parttime residents of the Olympic Valley would experience additional view blockage that would be noticeable, as
well as overall intensification of development within a highly scenic valley. This impact is substantial, and the
project would contribute considerably. Therefore, the project will contribute to a cumulative significant
impact to scenic vistas experienced by permanent and part-time residents. The proposed project includes a
high degree of architectural styling that is intended to complement the setting. However, the only means
available to reduce significant cumulative impacts to the viewshed would involve substantially scaling back
the size and density of development, which may be infeasible in light of project objectives. This cumulative
impact would therefore be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 18-15: Substantial contribution to the cumulative degradation of the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its surroundings.

Cumulative visual impacts from construction activity could result if other future planned construction
activities were to take place in close proximity to the project, thus degrading the visual character or quality of
the area. The PlumpJack project is located in the vicinity of the main Village area, however, construction
activities would be relatively minor and short-term in comparison to the project. For these reasons, if
construction activity from the PlumpJack project were to occur simultaneously with the project’s
construction, it would not result in construction-related visual impacts that would substantially worsen the
project’s impacts. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 8-2a would reduce the project’s constructionrelated visual impacts, but not to a less than considerable level because elements of construction that
would detract from the unity of the view coupled with the extent of proposed development and the extended
development timeframe, are unavoidable. There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to
reduce the cumulative impact related to construction activities to a less-than-significant level. This
cumulative impact would therefore be significant and unavoidable during project construction.
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Impact 18-16: Substantial cumulative contribution to damage to scenic resources, including but
not limited to trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a scenic highway.

The proposed project would potentially combine with the related projects listed in Table 18-2 that are
located within Squaw Valley to increase the prominence of commercial, residential, and resort structures
that would be visible from Squaw Valley Road. The project would make a considerable contribution to
significant cumulative impacts related to scenic resources in the main Village area. Mitigation Measure 8-1,
which requires the installation of screening to reduce the visual effects of construction, would reduce the
impact, but not to a less-than-significant level because construction processes are inherently inconsistent
with a natural, serene environment. There are no additional feasible mitigation measures available to reduce
the cumulative impact related to construction activities to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this
cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable during construction.

Impact 18-18: Contribute to cumulative light and glare or skyglow effects in the region.

An existing significant cumulative impact related to night lighting and skyglow exists in the region. The
proposed project in combination with related development projects would make a considerable contribution
to significant cumulative impacts related to night lighting and sky glow in the region. Implementation of
Mitigation Measures 8-5a, 8-5b, and 8-5c would reduce the project’s contribution to cumulative night
lighting and skyglow in the region by screening the East Parcel from adjacent residential areas with
vegetation, adhering to the VSVSP Design Guidelines related to lighting, and designing parking structures to
avoid direct illumination of adjacent buildings from headlights. However, there are no mitigation measures
available that would reduce the effects of night lighting on residential areas in the vicinity of the main Village
area to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, this cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable
for the main Village area.

Impact 18-21: Cumulative impacts to Caltrans intersections.

The proposed project would cause the following significant degradations in operations under cumulative plus
project conditions at intersections along SR 89, which are under the jurisdiction of Caltrans:


SR 89/I-80 Westbound Ramps – operations would worsen from LOS D to E during the summer Friday
p.m. peak hour.



SR 89/I-80 Eastbound Ramps – LOS F operations exacerbated (16 seconds increase in delay) during the
winter Sunday p.m. peak hour.



SR 89/Donner Pass Road – LOS E operations exacerbated (4 seconds increase in delay) during the
summer Friday p.m. peak hour.

Therefore, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts at the above intersections would be significant.
There are no known plans to improve the I-80/SR 89 interchange. The concept of replacing the traffic signal at
the SR 89/Donner Pass Road intersection with a multi-lane roundabout is discussed in the State Route 89
Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012a), the Nevada County Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP), and the Town of Truckee General Plan. However, there are no known fee programs collecting funds to
implement this improvement. Further, any improvements would require approval from Caltrans. Placer County
cannot assure that Caltrans would agree to construct any proposed improvements. For these reasons, this
cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable because there is no timely mechanism available to
achieve an acceptable LOS at the study intersections.
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Impact 18-22: Cumulative impacts caused by vehicular queuing at Caltrans intersections.

The proposed project would cause the following key changes in vehicle queuing at the SR 89/Squaw Valley
Road intersection during each winter peak hour:


Northbound Left-Turn Lane: project-added trips during the winter Saturday a.m. peak hour would cause
the 95th percentile queue to increase from 800 to 900 feet. Queuing under cumulative conditions is
worse than under existing due to increased travel through the study intersection.

According to Table 18-5 and Caltrans design standards, the northbound left-turn lane would need to provide
900 feet of vehicle storage and 235 feet of deceleration to meet the applicable design standard. Since the
existing turn lane is 565 feet, the applicable design standard would not be met. Therefore, the project’s
contribution (of 100 additional feet of storage required) to cumulative impacts would be significant.
Mitigation Measure 18-20 would require the project applicant to work with Caltrans to lengthen the
northbound left-turn lane and modify the traffic signal timing at the SR 89/Squaw Valley Road intersection.
The recommended 350-foot turn lane lengthening would need to occur on the west side of SR 89 to avoid
sensitive environmental resources on the east side. Widening on the west side may require encroachment
into a steep uphill slope, which could cause secondary environmental effects, and may not be acceptable to
Caltrans. Furthermore, Placer County cannot ensure these improvements are implemented in a reasonable
period because they are subject to approval from Caltrans. For these reasons, this cumulative impact would
be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 18-23: Cumulative impacts to Caltrans highways.

The proposed project would cause the following cumulatively considerable degradations in operations on
study segments of SR 89 and SR 28, which are under the jurisdiction of Caltrans:


SR 89 between Deerfield Drive and West River Street – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS E to F operations (0.07 volume-to-capacity [v/c] ratio increase).
 summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS E operations exacerbated (0.10 v/c ratio increase).



SR 89 between West River Street and Squaw Valley Road – operations would worsen as follows:
 winter Sunday p.m. peak hour: LOS F operations exacerbated (0.07 v/c ratio increase).



SR 28 east of SR 89 – operations would worsen as follows:
 summer Friday p.m. peak hour: LOS E to F operations exacerbated (0.09 v/c ratio increase).

For each of the above segments, the proposed project would either worsen projected operations to an
unacceptable level, or increase the v/c ratio by 0.05 or more at a facility projected to operate unacceptably,
which would be a significant cumulative impact. There are no known plans to improve any of the affected
segments of SR 89 and SR 28. The State Route 89 Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans
2012a) indicates that widening of SR 89 is not feasible due to the environmental sensitivity of the area and
topographic constraints. No capacity-increasing improvements are proposed for the segment of SR 28 east
of SR 89 according to the State Route 28 Transportation Corridor Concept Report (Caltrans 2012b). Further,
any improvements would require approval from Caltrans. Placer County cannot assure that Caltrans would
agree to construct any proposed improvements. For these reasons, this cumulative impact would be
significant and unavoidable because there is no timely mechanism available to achieve an acceptable LOS
at these highway segments.

Impact 18-31: Cumulative short-term construction-generated noise.

Several approved and proposed projects within the Valley could be constructed at the same time as some
phases of VSVSP construction and combine with project-related construction noise. Combined construction
of the project and other projects would add to the overall disruptive nature of construction noise over a
period lasting several years, regardless of whether the noise is exempt from ordinances. The addition of
cumulative projects to the impact from the project would be relatively minor, but would still add to the overall
addition of construction noise. While the construction activities would follow various noise mitigation
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measures and ordinances, as outlined in Chapter 11, “Noise” (see Impact 11-1), the cumulative
construction noise impact would be significant and unavoidable. This impact results from the location of the
project in a relatively quiet mountain environment and the anticipated need for some nighttime construction.
For this reason, additional feasible mitigation (beyond what is stated in Mitigation Measure 11-1) is not
available to further reduce this impact.

Impact 18-32: Cumulative long-term ambient noise levels.

Cumulative noise levels could be affected by additional build-out of surrounding land uses and increases in
vehicular traffic on affected roadways. Several new large developments are planned in the Tahoe Basin,
surrounding the project area. These projects could result in additional traffic-related noise on surrounding
roadways and would contribute to an already existing cumulative traffic-noise condition (i.e., existing trafficnoise levels exceed applicable noise standards throughout the Tahoe Basin). Therefore, and as shown in
Table 18-7, roadways under the cumulative conditions exceed Placer County noise standards as well. Thus,
project-generated traffic under the cumulative condition would further increases traffic noise (Table 18-7). In
addition, because the project would cause traffic-related noise increases on certain roadways during certain
circumstances (i.e., Squaw Valley Road during the summer) to exceed applicable standards where they
currently do not, the project would contribute to the cumulative impact related to traffic-noise in the Olympic
Valley (i.e., traffic noise levels on Squaw Valley Road could result in noise increases of up to 4.3 A-weighted
decibels [dBA] as shown in Table 18-7). With regards to stationary noise increases, the proposed project
would result in land use development that typically includes stationary noise sources such as noise from
HVAC units, electrical generators, parking lots, commercial loading docks, and outdoor recreational
activities. However, these noise sources would be isolated to the project area and therefore would not
combine with other stationary noise sources in the geographic scope of cumulative impacts. Nonetheless,
increases in traffic noise would exceed applicable noise standards on roads that currently comply with
Placer County noise standards. Therefore, project operation would result in a considerable contribution to
long-term noise; this cumulative impact would be significant.
While implementation of Mitigation Measure 11-5 would reduce interior noise from Squaw Valley Road at
new sensitive receptors, no feasible mitigation exists to reduce the project’s impacts to existing sensitive
land uses (i.e., residences located within the 60 dBA Ldn noise contour of Squaw Valley Road), which would
be exposed to exterior noise levels that exceed applicable Placer County noise standards. Therefore, this
cumulative impact would be significant and unavoidable.

Impact 18-43: Cumulative greenhouse gas emissions.

The level of GHG emissions generated by the Specific Plan would not conflict with ARB’s Climate Change
Scoping Plan (ARB 2011) and First Scoping Plan Update (ARB 2014), which contain the strategies California
will implement to achieve the GHG reduction goals Mandated by the California Global Warming Solutions Act
of 2006 (AB 32). However, project buildout would not occur until after 2020, the horizon year for the
California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32), and additional and stricter GHG target levels may
be adopted. Important factors are not currently known: the GHG emissions target in effect at the time that
subdivisions are submitted after 2020; the effectiveness of regulatory actions already adopted as part of the
implementation of AB 32 (effectiveness has been calculated, but the update to the First Scoping Plan
Update suggests they may be more effective than needed to achieve 2020 target levels); and the potential
for application of new regulations and their effectiveness. Moreover, the project area, including the site, is
not identified for development in SACOG’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community
Strategies. Therefore, it would be speculative to determine that GHG impacts, if they were to occur, would be
feasibly mitigated to adopted GHG targets beyond 2020. For this reason, and because the project would
emit a substantial level of GHG emissions, GHG emissions associated with the Specific Plan would be
potentially cumulatively considerable and therefore potentially significant and unavoidable.
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SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

The State CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126) require a discussion of the significant irreversible environmental
changes which would be involved in a project should it be implemented. The irreversible and irretrievable
commitment of resources is the permanent loss of resources for future or alternative purposes. Irreversible
and irretrievable resources are those that cannot be recovered or recycled or those that are consumed or
reduced to unrecoverable forms.
The project would result in the irreversible and irretrievable commitment of energy and material resources
during construction and operation, including the following:


construction materials, including such resources as soil, rocks, wood, concrete, glass, roof shingles, and
steel;



land area committed to new project facilities;



water supply for project operation; and



energy expended in the form of electricity, gasoline, diesel fuel, and oil for equipment and transportation
vehicles that would be needed for project construction and operation.

The use of these nonrenewable resources is expected to account for a minimal portion of the region’s
resources and would not affect the availability of these resources for other needs within the region.
Construction activities would not result in inefficient use of energy or natural resources. Construction
contractors selected would use best available engineering techniques, construction and design practices,
and equipment operating procedures. Long-term project operation would not result in substantial long-term
consumption of energy and natural resources.

18.4

GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

CEQA specifies that growth-inducing impacts of a project must be addressed in an EIR (CCR Section
21100[b][5]). Specifically, CCR Section 15126.2(d) states that the EIR shall:
Discuss the ways in which the proposed project could foster economic or population growth, or the
construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment.
Included in this are projects which would remove obstacles to population growth (a major expansion
of a wastewater treatment plant might, for example, allow for more construction in service areas).
Increases in the population may tax existing community service facilities, requiring construction of
new facilities that could cause significant environmental effects. Also, discuss the characteristics of
some projects which may encourage and facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the
environment, either individually or cumulatively. It must not be assumed that growth in any area is
necessarily beneficial, detrimental, or of little significance to the environment.
Direct growth inducement would result if a project involved construction of new housing, which would
facilitate new population to an area. Indirect growth inducement would result, for instance, if implementing a
project resulted in any of the following:


substantial new permanent employment opportunities (e.g., commercial, industrial, or governmental
enterprises);
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substantial short-term employment opportunities (e.g., construction employment) that indirectly
stimulates the need for additional housing and services to support the new temporary employment
demand; and/or



removal of an obstacle to additional growth and development, such as removing a constraint on a
required public utility or service (e.g., construction of a major sewer line with excess capacity through an
undeveloped area).

The State CEQA Guidelines do not distinguish between planned and unplanned growth for purposes of
considering whether a project would foster additional growth. Therefore, for purposes of this EIR, to reach
the conclusion that a project is growth inducing as defined by CEQA, the EIR must find that it would foster
(i.e., promote, encourage, allow) additional growth in economic activity, population, or housing, regardless of
whether the growth is already approved by and consistent with local plans. The conclusion does not
determine that induced growth is beneficial or detrimental, consistent with Section 15126.2(d) of the State
CEQA Guidelines.
If the analysis conducted for the EIR results in a determination that a project is growth-inducing, the next
question is whether that growth may cause adverse effects on the environment. Environmental effects
resulting from induced growth (i.e., growth-induced effects) fit the CEQA definition of “indirect” effects in
Section 15358(a)(2) of the State CEQA Guidelines. These indirect or secondary effects of growth may result
in significant environmental impacts. CEQA does not require that the EIR speculate unduly about the precise
location and site-specific characteristics of significant, indirect effects caused by induced growth, but a goodfaith effort is required to disclose what is feasible to assess. Potential secondary effects of growth could
include consequences – such as conversion of open space to developed uses, increased demand on
community and public services and infrastructure, increased traffic and noise, degradation of air and water
quality, or degradation or loss of plant and wildlife habitat – that are the result of growth fostered by the
project.
The decision to allow those projects that result from induced growth is the subject of separate discretionary
processes by the lead agency(ies) responsible for considering such projects. Because the decision to allow
growth is subject to separate discretionary decision making, and such decision making is itself subject to
CEQA, the analysis of growth-inducing effects is not intended to determine site-specific environmental
impacts and specific mitigation for the potentially induced growth. Rather, the discussion is intended to
disclose the potential for environmental effects to occur more generally, such that decision makers are
aware that additional environmental effects are a possibility if growth-inducing projects are approved. The
decision of whether impacts do occur, their extent, and the ability to mitigate them is appropriately left to
consideration by the agency responsible for approving such projects at such times as complete applications
for development are submitted.

18.4.1

Growth Variables

The timing, magnitude, and location of land development and population growth in a community or region
are based on various interrelated land use and economic variables. Key variables include regional economic
trends, market demand for residential and nonresidential uses, land availability and cost, the availability and
quality of transportation facilities and public services, proximity to employment centers, the supply and cost
of housing, and regulatory policies or conditions. Because the General Plan of a community defines the
location, type, and intensity of growth, it is the primary means of regulating development and growth in
California.
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Growth-Inducing Impacts of the Project

The project is relatively large and is intended to generate substantial economic activity. In summary, total
construction is expected to cost $1 billion or more; the project would provide tourist-based housing for an
estimated effective average daily population of 1,307 and an estimated peak overnight population of 3,625;
and it would provide employee housing for up to 300 employees, and would employ up to 574 (full-time
equivalent) staff annually. It would be designed in such a way that visitors spend the majority of their time at
the site, as a result commercial expenditures (e.g., for meals, goods, lift tickets) are also anticipated to occur
primarily on-site. The proposal includes commercial space that cannot be converted to residential units
following approval of the VSVSP. These commercial spaces would be developed in response to market
forces, as the applicant determines that there is sufficient demand. Because the economic activity
generated by the development is intended to be contained within the commercial components of the project;
this would limit the potential for induced growth from economic activity, as defined by CEQA. The discussion
below addresses these issues in more detail.

POPULATION GROWTH
Population growth itself generally falls into two categories: direct and indirect. Direct growth inducement
would result if a project involved construction of new housing, which would facilitate new population to an
area. As described in Chapter 3, “Project Description,” within the main Village area, the Specific Plan allows
for a maximum of up to 1,493 bedrooms (or 850 units). The units would include a mixture of hotel, condo
hotel, fractional ownership, and timeshare units. Permanent residence is discouraged by the proposed
pricing (set up for factional ownership) and design of project structures. These types of units would support a
tourist-based, transient population. Because of the nature of the project, visitors (including fractional
owners) would visit the site for relatively short periods. Unlike permanent residents, they would not generate
significant demand for schools and libraries. Nevertheless, the project would add a transient population that
would exceed, during peak periods, 3,500 people. Because the project is intended to be a year-round resort,
some fraction of this total is expected to reside in the Valley throughout the year.
The project also includes construction of employee housing on the East Parcel to accommodate a maximum
of 300 employees. Most of these rooms will be in dormitory-style housing, with some studio units. While the
employee housing population would be less transient, overall, than the Village housing population, the
nature of the housing suggests demands for goods and services would follow what is typical for a transient
population versus a permanent residential population, because the employment would be mostly seasonal.
On-site amenities, such as the proposed convenience store, are anticipated to serve the employee
population by providing access to necessities and limiting the need to frequent off-site retailers.
In addition to providing employee housing on the East Parcel, the project would employ other methods
consistent with the County’s employee housing policy to meet the County employee housing standards (see
Chapter 5, “Population, Employment, and Housing”), possibly including provision of off-site employee
housing (including outside of Olympic Valley), dedication of land for needed units, and/or payment of an inlieu fee to the County. If the project applicant builds additional housing, or if in-lieu fees are used for
additional housing, the construction would result in potential impacts, depending on where it is located.
Additional traffic, air emissions, noise, and other resources could be affected as a result of this indirect
population growth.

OTHER EMPLOYMENT GROWTH AND OTHER ECONOMIC-RELATED GROWTH EFFECTS
Implementation of the project would increase economic activity through the short-term creation of jobs
during construction (up to an estimated 136 construction workers during the most intense year of
construction [i.e., when up to 20 percent of the facilities are under construction]). However, the existing
number of residents in the County and other nearby areas who are employed in the construction industry
would likely be sufficient to meet the demand for construction workers that would be generated by the
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project. Further, construction employees are likely to reside in nearby communities in Nevada County, El
Dorado County, and the Reno area. Because construction workers can be expected to come from an ample
available construction labor pool in Placer County and nearby communities, substantial population growth or
increases in housing demand in the region as a result of these jobs is not anticipated (see Impact 5-1 in
Chapter 5, “Population, Employment, and Housing”).
The construction workers and project-related employees, as well as economic activities associated with the
project operations, could result in indirect growth in the region. Demands for tourist-related goods and
services (e.g., restaurants, grocery for employees, and other tourist-related activities) could result in demand
for new restaurants and other commercial activities. Whether or not this would lead to construction of new
facilities or reuse/expansion/more efficient use of existing facilities is speculative. However, if new
construction were to occur in the region, it could result in potential environmental impacts depending on
where the new construction would occur.
The project would increase demand for public services and utilities, including water supply, wastewater
(collection, treatment, and disposal), storm drainage, electrical power, propane, fire protection, snow
removal, and recreational facilities. In fact, some infrastructure and facilities providing these services would
be modified as part of the project. Potential impacts to these public services and utilities are discussed in
Chapter 14, “Public Services and Utilities,” which also notes that increased demands for public services and
utilities would be based on population-based demands. The project would not extend infrastructure to areas
outside the project boundaries that are not already served, nor would it provide additional capacity, in
general.
The exceptions are water and sewer. As a result of the project, the wellfield serving the project (and Olympic
Valley in general) will need to be redesigned to more evenly distribute the locations within the Valley where
extraction occurs. Without this redesign, the wellfield would likely not be adequate to serve the project, as
well as other development expected to occur in the Valley over the 25-year project development horizon.
Redesign of the wellfield would, therefore, remove a significant obstacle to growth. The amount of other
growth that could occur in the Valley without the redesign (if the project did not support the SVPSD’s
implementation of the redesign) has not been determined; however, it is anticipated that additional wells
and potential reorganization of the wellfield would be required for any proposed development of substantial
size. Moreover, the project would not assist the SVPSD with funding to install more wells than required to
serve the proposed development, and subsequent projects would be required to fund (or construct) wells, as
needed, following the proposed wellfield reorganization. It is anticipated that the upgrade of the sewer trunk
line implemented to support the proposed project would be sized to also accommodate full build out of the
SVGPLUO so as to avoid the need for future upgrades to the line, or installation of new lines to provide
capacity for future development. As such, the line would have capacity in excess of the demand anticipated
for the proposed project and remove sewer line capacity as an obstacle to growth in Olympic Valley. The
impacts of this growth are described in Section 18.1, “Cumulative Impacts.”
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